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(ABSTRACT)

We study the linear abstract kinetic equation T1/:(x)/=-—A1/:(x) in the half

space {x20} with partial range boundary conditions. The function lß takes values

in a Hilbert space H, T is a self adjoint injective operator on H and A is an

accretive operator. The first step in the analysis of this boundary value problem is

to show that T-IA generates a holomorphic bisemigroup. We prove two theorems

about perturbation of bisemigroups that are interesting in their own right. The

second step is to obtain a special decomposition of H which is equivalent to a

Wiener—Hopf factorization. The accretivity of A is crucial in this step. When A is

of the form "identity plus a compact operator", we work in the original I·Iilbert space.

For unbounded
A’s

we consider weak solutions in a larger space HT, which has a

natural Krein space structure. Using the Krein space geometry considerably

simplifies the analysis of the question of unique solvability.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In this thesis we shall investigate the question of unique solvability of

boundary value problems for an abstract stationary linear transport equation

modeling numerous kinetic processes in half space geometry. The state of the system

will be described by a density function ab in phase space. If the half space in

which we consider the transport process to take place corresponds to {x20}, we

assume that 1b depends only on x and does not depend on the other spatial

variables. For fixed x the density function 1/1(x,.) will be an element of an abstract

Hilbert space H, which in most models is realized as an L2 space of functions of

velocity coordinates. The abstract transport equation of interest is

ä—;T1ß(x) - ·jA¢(x), x>0. (1.1.a)

Here T and A are operators on H. Viewed as a stationary transport equation, the

left hand side describes free streaming, and the right hand side describes the

collisions. In most cases the operator T is a self adjoint operator with absolutely

continuous spectrimi on an interval around zero. In particular, zero is in the

continuous spectrum of T, so T-1 is a densely defined operator with spectrum

extending to both plus and minus infinity. For many physical problems the operator

A can be written as A-I—B, where I is the identity operator and B is a compact

operator. In other important cases A is a differential or an integrodifferential

operator, e.g., a Sturm—Liouville operator or a compact perturbation of a

Sturm—Liouville operator. As we shall assume T to be self adjoint with no

eigenvalue at zero, we can define maximal positive/negative spectral projectors Qi

. 1
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for T, i.e., Qt2-Qi and TQth-QiTh for all h€D(T), and

o·{TQt}C{:>„20}.

We assume that the incoming flux is given at the boundary x-0, which in our

abstract formulation translates into the following boundary condition at x=-0:

where <p+ is the given incoming flux. In addition we shall assume some polynomial

boundedness of the solution at infinity:

Ilv/¤(x)|| - o(x°), x-•¤¤, (1.1.c)

for some n-0,1,2,... . Obviously we can consider a boundary value problem in the

left half space {xS0}, in which case condition (1.1.b) will read Q_•/:(0)-<p_, and

the limit indicated in (1.1.c) will be taken as x—»-eo.

Suppose for the moment that B-O.) Then the solution of (1.1.a—c) is given

by the semigroup generated by T-1Q+ on the range of Q+, i.e., 1/2(x,.)=

exp(-xT—1)<p+. Now assume that the operator T-1A has maximal positive/negative

spectral projectors Pi and are right/left semigroups; that is to

say, exp(—xT_1A)P+, x>0, is a right semigroup on RanP+ and exp(·-xT_1A)P_,
I

x<0, is a left semigroup on RanP_ with P++P_-I. The family of operators

E(x,T-1A)-·:exp(-xT°1A)Pi, zx>0, is called the bisemigroup generated by T-1A

. and Pt are called the separating projectors. If T°1A is a generator of a

bisemigroup it is easy to see that every solution to the boundary value problem (1.1)

has the form exp(-xT-1A)h, x20, for some h€P+H, such that Q+h-<p+.

Correspondingly, every solution to the left half space problem will be in the form
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exp(·—xT_1A)h, xS0, for some h€P_H such that Q;h==<p_. Then the issue of

unique solvability translates into the following question: "Does Q+ map RanP+

bijectively onto RanQ+?". This and the corresponding left half space question are

easily seen to be equivalent to the question of whether H-RanQ;0RanPi, or,

again equivalently, of whether the operator V=¤Q+Pq_+Q_P_ is invertible. So in

investigating the unique solvability of the boundary value problem (1.1) one naturally
I

proceeds in two steps: _

_ show that T-1A is a generator of a bisemigroup, with separating projectors _

Pi; _ L

(ii) show that H-RanQ_6RanP+.

If B is compact one proceeds with step as follows:

(ii.a) using the expression for P+, show that P+-Q+ is compact, and then from

the trivial identity I-V•(Q+-Q_)(P+—Q_*_). conclude that V is Fredholm of

index zero;

(ii.b) show that V has zero null space, or equivalently that RanPi¤Ra.nQ:-O.

The boundary value problem has an equivalent formulation in terms of a

Wiener—Hopf equation. If we assume T self adjoint, then T-1 generates a,

bisemigroup E(x,T°1) with separating projectors Qt. Set )((x)-T_1E(x,T_1), also

called the propagator function. On the space of integrable functions (or bounded

measurable functions or bounded continuous functions) ab from R to H we define the

operator L to represent convolution with )((.)B:
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(L¢)(><) - )‘:°>((x—v)B~/·(y)dv- (1-2)

Let Pi be the projection of the appropriate space of H—valued functions onto

the subspace consisting of functions from the right/left half line Ri to H. Set

Li-PiLPt:

am
(Lin/;)(x) - xfo )((x-y)B¢·(y)dy, 1x20. (1.3)

The boundary value problem (1.1) is equivalent to the VViener—Hopf equation

(I—L+)¢(x) - w(x), x20, (1.4)

where w(x)-exp(-xT_1)<p+. Of course we have to make sense of the convolution

integral in (1.2) and to assure that L maps the space under consideration into itself.

One possible strategy is to arrange that the integral kernel )«l(.)B be integrable in

the Bochner sense. Because clearly II)((x)II goes like 1/x near zero and (for

unbounded T) near infinity as well, the propagator function N by itself is not

Bochner integrable. This can be fixed by assuming an integrability condition of the

form RanBc:RanITIuf1D(ITIß) for some a,ß>0. This allows one to ”pull out

of B" the necessary behavior to make )((.)B integrable. Another approach is to

consider )((.)B not as an element of the Bochner integrable functions (which

coincide with the greatest cross norm tensor product L1(R)®1I_L(H), with L(H) the

bounded operators on H), but as an element of a space of weakly integrable

functions, namely the least cross norm tensor product L1(R)®€L(H). We may ·

then show the boundedness of convolutions with such weakly integrable functions if,

in the latter tensor product, we substitute for L(H) the ideal L(H)B generated by a
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trace class operator B.

The question of unique solvability for (1.4) is obviously the question of

invertibility of the operator (I—L+). To show this one proceeds in several steps in

a fashion similar to the case of the boundary value problem:

(i’) show that the full line convolution operator (I-L) is invertible;

(ii’.a) show that the compactness of B implies that P iLP$ are compact,

thus (I-L)-(I··L+)¤>(I-L_) is compact, and so (I—L+) and (I—L_) are

Fredholm operators with ind(I—L+)+ind(I-L_)-0; show that in fact

(I-L+) has index zero;

(ii’.b) show that (I—L+) has a trivial null space.

In solving the Wiener—Hopf equation one may go through the method originally

proposed by Wiener and Hopf for the scalar convolution equation. The function

- 1- ( e>‘xJ((x)Bdx - (1.6)
'X

- I—T°l(T_1 -x)‘1B - (*1*1->.)'1('r"A->.), Rex-o,

is called the symbol of the operator (I-L). If the symbol is invertible along the

extended imaginary axis, one may ask if W().) has a canonical Wiener—Hopf

factorization. Such a factorization will be equivalent to the invertibility of the half

line convolution equation.

There is a close connection between the three methods, and in fact we will

go back and forth between them. The fact that T°1A generates a bisemigroup

(problem (i)) is equivalent to the invertibility of the full line convolution equation
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(problem (i’)). On the other hand, the invertibility of (I-L), via a powerful

theorem of Bochner and Phillips, is equivalent to the invertibility of the symbol

W().) along the extended imaginary axis. From the explicit form of the symbol

(1.5), the last condition is an easily verifiable one. Going backwards, the

invertibility of the symbol implies that
T_1A

is a generator of a bisemigroup. We

will state this as a theorem about perturbations of bisemigroups, i.e., if T-1 is a

generator of a bisemigroup, we will give sufficient conditions on T and A so that
T-1A also generates a bisemigroup. This fact is interesting in its own right outside

the context of the boundary value problem (1.1). The principal difficulty is that

the bisemigroup consists of an invariant decomposition of the underlying space, i.e.,

separating projectors with semigroups on each invariant subspace, and the perturbed

bisemigroup will in general have a different invariant decomposition: the
P’s

are

different from the
Q’s.

Now let us consider step Showing that the operator
V-Q+P++Q_P_ or

that (I—L+) and (I-L_) are Fredholm of index zero is relatively straightforward.

Thus we are left with the question of uniqueness. It is most convenient to do this

by showing that RanPif1RanQ¥-0. Here an assumption that A is an accretive

operator, i.e., ReA-(A+A*)/220, becomes crucial.

The above discussion applies to the case when the operator A is invertible.

For technical reasons we assume something more:

KerA
-

Ker(ReA)
- 0. (1.7)

This will yield that the symbol is invertible and the analysis will go through in a

straightforward fashion. However in many physical situations A has a nonzero

kernel, and so we will study the conservative case
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KerA - Ker(ReA) ¤~ 0. _(1.8)Such

an assumption is satisfied, for example, in various models of radiative transfer.

The manner in which we will treat this case is to isolate the zero root linear

manifold Z0(T-IA)-{f€H : (T-1A)¤f-0 for some n}, and to show that there exists
J

a T-IA-invariant decomposition of H with one summand being Z0(T-IA). Then we

may apply the arguments related to the case of A invertible to the complement of

Z0(T_1A), and separately consider Z0(T-IA). .In fact it turns out that the Jordan

chains of Z0(T-IA) have length at most two. This implies that for the boundary

value condition at infinity (1.1.c) we need only consider n-0,1 or 2. That is to say,

if we impose a boundary condition with n>2 we will automatically obtain that the

solutions satisfying the boundary condition with n-2. In general, unique solvability

breaks down when KerA¢0 and the measures of nonexistence and nonuniqueness are

related to the Krein space structure of Z0(T°-IA) with respect to the indefinite

scalar product given by (T•,•).

The analysis as indicated may be carried out for collision operators A of the

form "identity plus a compact". We would like to treat also unbounded operators of

the form A-A1+A2, where A1 is in general an unbounded, self adjoint, strictly

positive operator and A2 is a compact or a trace class operator. For this problem

we will assume that T is bounded. The difficulty is that we do not know how to
um l iuse

a Fredholm argument in this setting, so instead we will work in a larger space

HT (in this sense we say that we will have weak solutions) on which we have a

Krein space structure, and use the geometry of this Krein space in place of the

Fredholm argument. More precisely, we will consider the indefinite scalar product

(T·,·) on H. Completing with respect to the norm induced by this scalar
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product, we will obtain a Krein space First assume that A2-0. Extending the

operator T°1A1 from H to HT will then lead to an HT·-positive operator, with only

one "critical point", namely the one at infinity. We will assume that it is a regular

critical point, which is true, for example, if A1 is a Sturm-Liouville operator. The

functional calculus for definitizable operators in a Krein space will then give us the

separating projectors P11 and a bisemigroup generated by
T_1A1

onMoreover,the ranges of P11 will be maximal positive/negative definite subspaces of

the Krein space Now a simple geometrical Krein space argument will show that

if P1+HT is a maximal positive space, then Q+ maps it bijectively onto Q+HT. But

this is equivalent to the unique solvability of the boundary value problem in In

the case A2¢0 we proceed in two steps. First we define the bisemigroup generated

by T-1Al as indicated. Then we use perturbation arguments for bisemigroups to

carry over the study of the generator T-°1A1 to the generator T°1A. If Pi are

the separating projectors for T-1A, then the proof that P+HT is a maximal positive

subspace is similar to the proof that P+HTf1Q_HT-0 and involves accretiveness of

A. In the case KerA=•~0 we again separate the zero root linear manifold and

investigate its Krein space structure. .

The early development of convolution equation theory is closely tied to the

analysis of transport type equations. In particular, we note the study of the

Schwarzschild—Milne integral equation [Mi], formulated for describing the transfer of

light through a stellar atmosphere, and the early theory of Wiener-Hopf equations

In the 1940’s and 1950’s, the pioneering work of Ambarzumian [A1], [A2], e

Chandrasekhar [Ch], Sobolev [S] and Busbridge [Bu] in invariant imbedding theory led

to the complete solution of the scalar convolution equation of radiative transfer in

terms of certain nonlinear integral equations and factorization.

All of these early results dealt only with scalar equations (with the
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exception of the polarized light equations studied by Chandrasekhar). In the last

two decades, these studies have been extended to more general matrix and operator

equations. We mention in particular the work of Gohberg, Krein, Feldman, Semencul,

Heinig and Maslennikov [GK], [GF], [GH], [GS], [F1], [F2], on matrix valued

convolution equations, and Gohberg and Leiterer [GL] on the theory of operator

Wiener—Hopf factorization.

In the 1950’s the work of van Kampen [vK] and Case [Ca] on the singular

eigenfunction method was followed by a spate of activity on specific kinetic models.

The Case method involves a full range expansion for the concrete realizations of the

operator T_1A and a factorization problem for the dispersion function, leading to a

half range completeness theorem. For a detailed description of the method and

numerous applications we refer to the book of Case and Zweifel [CZ]; see also [Z1],

[Z2] for a more modern treatment.

In trying to circumvent the lack of mathematical rigor in the Case method,

Larsen and Habetler introduced the so called resolvent integration method.

While resolvent integration was successful in providing a rigorous and systematic

method for the treatment of a variety of kinetic models, the factorization problem

remained as the central question precisely as in the Case method. For a survey of

resolvent integration and its applications, we refer to the papers of Greenberg and

Zweifel [GZ1], [GZ2].

About the same time as the paper, Hangelbroek formulated the

equation of isotropic neutron transport as an abstract equation and used semigroup

theory to represent the solutions. He also introduced the projectors P1, Q1 and

the operator V. Lekkerkerker [Le] realized that one can bypass the problem of

WH-·factorization with this approach. This observation resulted in making the

semigroup approach into a powerful tool, suitable for abstract generalization and with
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far reaching implications in WH theory (see[KLH],Krein

space theory has its roots as well in the mathematical physics of the

beginning of this century. The introduction of the Minkowski metric by Minkowski

[lvin] to deal with problems of special relativity accustomed the mathematical physics

community to spaces with indefinite metrics. Development of the infinite dimensional

theory is due largely to Krein [IKL] and Pontryagin [Po]. Spectral theory for self

adjoint operators in spaces with indefinite metrics is still an area of ongoing

research. The bulk of current results on spectral representations is due to Krein

[KL] andLangerThe

theory of self adjoint operators in Pontryagin spaces was applied to the

transport equation with a collision operator A having a finite dimensional negative

part by Ball and Greenberg [BG] and Greenberg and van der Mee The need

to analyze the Krein space structure of the finite dimensional space Z0(T_1A) was

realized by Beals, Greenberg, van der Mee and Zweifel [B1],[B2],In

the years after 1980 a merger of the invariant imbedding techniques with

the semigroup approach has led to the construction of rigorous equivalence proofs

between the integrodifferential formulation and the convolution equation formulation.

In the context of abstract kinetic theory the best results in this direction are due

to van der Mee Further, these combined techniques have facilitated the

investigation of explicit representations of solutions and the construction of albedo

operators

(cf.Bisemigroup theory, also referred to as the theory of dichotomous operators,

in the infinite dimensional setting is in a relatively embryonic state. The

development of perturbation theory of bisemigroupswith applications to matrix

equations is due largely to Gohberg and his school (e.g., [BGK]; important results for

the infinite dimensional case are due to van der Mee [M3],
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The research in this thesis is divided into three parts. In chapter II we

prove results on the perturbation of bisemigroups. In the first section we collect

facts about integrals of vector valued functions and tensor products. A general

reference is the monograph of Diestel and Uhl [DU]. In section two we state the

Bocher—Phil1ips Theorem, giving a sketch of the proof. We then apply this result

to obtain information on certain Banach algebras of interest in the sequel. In

section three we present some new results on perturbation of bisemigroups. In

particular, this will lead to an existence proof for strong solutions of the abstract

kinetic equation, without the integrability condition which was necessary in previous

approaches in the literature.

Chapter HI is devoted to studying questions of unique solvability of the

boundary value problem in the original Hilbert space for accretive collision operators

of the form "identity plus a compact". We thereby extend well-posedness results

previously obtained only for symmetric collision operators to a larger class, which

includes significant physical applications. In section one we show unique solvability

in the case of invertible A. The next two sections consider operators A with a

nontrivial null space. In section two we exhibit an invariant decomposition of the

Hilbert space with Z0(T—1A) being one of the summands. In section three we study

the Krein space structure of Zo(T_1A) and investigate the question of unique

solvability. In section four we give an example from radiative transfer.

Chapter IV discusses the boundary value problem for unbounded
A’s

in a

bigger space HT We extensivelyviexploitl the Krein space structure of HT to

investigate the question of unique solvability. This analysis not only extends the

class of collision operators that may be treated (as a possible application we mention

the model of Ligou [PL], [CL], [SM], where A is of the form Sturm-Liouville plus a

compact), but also provides a new way of looking at the case of symmetric A.



H. PERTURBATION OF BISEMIGROUPS

l
We start this chapter with a section devoted to "making sense" of the full

line convolution equation - one can assume that the integral kernel }((·)B is

either Bochner integrable or Gelfand integrable. The former corresponding to the

~ projective tensor product of the space of integrable functions and the space of

bounded operators, the latter corresponds to the injective tensor product. ‘To

investigate the invertibility of the full line convolution operator we consider it as an

element of an algebra of Wiener type. Finally we prove two theorems about

perturbation of bisemigroups, for the cases of "strong" and "weak" integrable kernels.

1. Tensor Products and Banach Algebras

l
Let X and Y be Banach spaces and X*, Y* the dual Banach spaces. By X®Y

we denote the algebraic tensor product consisting of all finite linear combinations

Zxi®yi with xi€X,yi€Y. A norm a on X®Y is called a reasonable cross norm if

oz(x®y)S Ilxll IIyII for all
x€X, y€Y

and if x*®y* is a functional on the normed

space (X®Y,oz) for all x*€X*, y*EY* with functional norm less than or equal IIx*II

IIy*II. We will be interested in the least reasonable cross norm II• Ile called also

the 6-, X- or injective-tensor product norm, and the greatest reasonable cross

norm II•II1r called also the 1r-, 1- or projective-tensor product norm. By

definition

IIuII€ - sup{I(x*®y*)(u)I : Ilx*II, IIy*IIS1} (1.1)

12
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·
n n

|Iu||„ - mf{_Z Ilxill Ilyill zu-_2 xi®yi}. (1.2)
1-1 1-1

The injective tensor product X®éY is the completion of X®Y with respect to

II · IIE and similarly the completion with respect to II · IIW is called the

projective tensor product, denoted X®"Y. For uEX®Y and any reasonable cross

norm or one has I|uII €Scv(u)SIIuII"_.

If we consider X®€Y* then the 6—norm can be written also as

4- 4- 4- 4-
IIuII€ - sup{I(x ®y)(u)I : x EX , yEY and Ilx IIS1, IIyIIS1} (1.3)

¤ 4- s _
where u- Z xi®yi EX®Y. Indeed, using the fact that the unit ball of Y is a

i-1

4-
norming set for Y , we obtain

4- 4-4- 4- 4-4-
IIuII€ - sup{I(x ®y )(u)I= IIx IISI, Ily ||S1} -

4-4- 4- il 4-4- 4-
- sup{sup{I <y , Z<x ,xi>yi>I:IIy IISI}: IIx IIS1} -

4 4- 4-• sup {IIZ<x ,xi>yi lIY* : Ilx IIS1}
- (1.4)

4- 4- 4-
-

sup {sup{ I<y,Z<x ,xi>yi> I: IIyIIYS1} : Ilx IIS1}
-

4- 4- 4- 4-
-

sup{I(x ®y)(u)I: x EX , yEY, IIx II S1, IIyIIS1} V

Consider a function f: R—>X* from the real line to a dual Banach space. We

will say that f is weak-* integrable (with respect to Lebesgue measure on R) if the

scalar valued function <f(·),x> is in L1(R) for all xEX.
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Proposition 1.1. Let X be a Banach space and f:R—•X* be weak-* integrable. Then

the map X->L1(R) given by x-><f(·),x> is a bounded operator.

Proof. We wish to apply the closed graph theorem. Suppose xu converge to x in X

and <f(•),xn> converge to some function in L1(R). Choose a subsequence

xnü) so that <f(t),xn(i)>-><p(t) pointwise a.e. Obviously, for almost every
t€R

we

have <f(t),xu(i)>—><f(t),x>. Hence <p(·)-<f(·),x>. ¤

From the above proposition we may conclude that there is an element x* in

X* such that <x*,x>
-

‘|·<f(t),x>dt for all x€X. This element x* will be denoted

If(t)dt and is called the Gelfand integral of f. We also have that if f is weak—*

integrable then

Ilfll -
sup{II<f(·),x>II1 :

x€X,
IIxIIS1} (1.5)

is a finite number. We will call it the weak—* L1 norm or the Gelfand norm of f.

Thus the space w*L1(X*) of all weak-* integrable functions from R to X* is a

normed space with the Gelfand norm.
l

Clearly we can identify the algebraic tensor product L1(R)®X* with a

subspace of w*L1(X*). Also the Gelfand norm (1.5) coincides with the 6·norm,

taken in the form given by (1.4). We conclude that the closure of the weak—*

integrable functions is precisely L1(R)®€X*.

Consider a Hilbert space I·I. The finite rank operators on H can be identified

with H®H. It is) also easy to see that the 6-norm is the usual operator norm, so

H®€H - K(H), the compact operators on H, and the 1r-norm is the trace norm,
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so H®1I_H - K1(H), the trace class operators. Moreover, viewing them as Banach

spaces we have K1(H) - and (K1(H))* - L(H), the bounded operators on H.

Recall that every trace class operator T in H can be written in the form

°° 1 1T- Z cviei(·, ei), where {ei} and {ei} are orthogonal systems of vectors in H
i=1

and ai are positive numbers, the singular values of T, which are summable. If A is

°° 1any bounded operator, tr(AT) - 2 o1i(Aei, ei). We denote the trace norm K1(H)
i-1

by II • II(1), to differentiate it from the II • Ill norm on L1(R), and have

Before proceeding, let us mention briefly the Bochner integrable functions.

For more details see [Z], [Y] or the already mentioned monograph [DU]. A function

f:R—>X from the real line with Lebesgue measure to a Banach space X is called

Bochner integrable if it is weakly measurable and if the scalar valued function

IIf(·)II is in L1(R). The space of all X-valued Bochner integrable functions we

will denote by L1(X). The Bochner norm is defined to be

Ilflll - [||f(t)IIdt.
_

As opposed to the case of weak or weak—* integrable functions, the space L1(X) is

complete. It coincides with the projective tensor product L1(R)®”_X and the

1r-norm is the Bochner norm. One can obviously define LP(X) for 1Sp<¤¤ with

norm Ilfllp - ([IIf(t)IIpdt)1/P.

When discussing spaces of bounded or bounded continuous functions from the
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i
_ real line to a Banach space X one again can consider spaces of weakly bounded or

weakly bounded continuous and strongly bounded or strongly bounded continuous

functions. In fact, those notions coincide. Suppose f:R—»X is a weakly bounded

function, i.e. II<x*,f(·)>II°°<¤¤ for any x*€X*.. By the same reasoning as in

_ Proposition 1.1 we conclude that IIfIIw’°°Esup{II<x*,f(·)>II°° : x*€X*} < eo. By

the uniform boundedness principle we conclude that Ilflloo E lI(IIf(-)II)II°° < ¤¤,L

i.e., a weakly bounded function is strongly bounded. Moreover the two norms

and II·II°° coincide. Obviously IIfIIw,°° S Ilfllw. For the converse

inequality pick an arbitrary 6>0 and choose t0ElR such that |IIf(t0)II -

IIfll°°l<6/2. Next choose xa such that I<xg, · IIf(to)ll|<6/2.

Thus we get but 6 was arbitrary. So in fact wL°°(X)

coincides with L°°(X), and we will use only the latter notation. Similarly wC(R,X)

and C(R,X) coincide. In the language of tensor products we have that

L°°(R)@€X
-

L°°(X) and C(R)@€X
-

C(R,X).

‘Next we want to consider Banach algebras of weak-* integrable functions

that act by convolution on L°°(H) or C(R,H). Let D be a fixed trace class operator

on H, and for short denote d-|IDII(1). We will show that BDäL1(R) @6 L(H)D

is a Banach algebra. Here L(H)D is the left ideal generated by D, a general element

in BD looks like uD, where u€L1(R)@€L(H), and the norm on BD is given by

IIuDIIEdIIuII 6. We check the submultiplicative property of this norm. Let

uD,vD€BD. We want to show IIuD*vII€SdIIuII€IlvII€. Take a trace class

operator C-Z·7ifi(·,gi) of trace class norm equal to one, i.e. Zqi-1. Assume

that D-¤Z6ihi(·,ki) with Zöi -¤ d. We have

II tr(C¤D*v) Ill - ||2·1i(¤D*vfi,5i)||1 S
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S Evi ||(¤D*vfi,si)||i S sup{||(uD*vf,g)||i:||fI|,|Ig|IS1}Evi
-

-
iug I|Z6i(uhi,g)*(vf,ki)||1 5 gu; Z6i||(uhi„g)*(vf,ki)||1 5 ·

S äug E öi II(¤ hi,g)||i ||(vf,ki)||i S

S sup II(uh,g)I|1 suii II(vf,k)II1 Zöi S Ilullc IIvII€ d.
h „ s f „

Taking the supremum over C, we arrive at the desired submultiplicative property.
B

A similar argument shows that if
u€BD

then it acts by convolution as an

operator from L°°(H) into itself with norm equal to the Banach algebra norm of u.

If u is a simple function in the algebraic tensor product L1(lR)®L(H)D, and if w is a

simple function in L1(R)®H, then from the smoothing property of ordinary

convolutions we conclude that u*wEC(R)®H. Because u is a bounded operator on

L°°(H) and C(R,H) is a closed subspace of L°°(H), we may extend the action of u

to all of L°°(H) and obtain that u:L°°(H)—>C(R,H). But, as noted, the operator norm

of u is equal to the Banach algebra norm, so we get a unimodular representation of

BD into the operators on L°°(H). Because the algebraic tensor product L°°(R)®H

is dense in L°°(H) and using the completeness of O(R,H) once more, we conclude i

that u:L°°(H)—>C(R,H) for any u in BD. We have obtained the following fact.

Proposition 1.2. The space BD is a Banach algebra. It acts via convolutions as a

space of bounded operators on L°°(H) sending L°°(H) into C(R,H).

2. The Wiener Property
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Let Z and 7 be Banach algebras with a unit. Assume that Z is commutative.

By Z®7 we denote the algebraic tensor product consisting of finite sums Zzifi.

Evidently this is an algebra. Because both Z and 7 have a unit, we may assume

that Z and 7 are inside Z®7, and, moreover, Z will be in the center of Z®7.

Next suppose that A is a Banach algebra with unit e, such that Z®7 is dense in A

and the norms on Z and 7 coincide with the norms induced on Z and 7 as

subspaces of A.

Every multiplicative functional <p:Z—»C induces an algebra homomorphism <I>:

Z®7—>7 via

‘I’(ZZifi) " 2‘P(Zi)fi· (21)

Following [GL] we call the algebra A a Z®7-algebra if all the induced homomorphisms

45 are bounded operators from Z®7 with the A~norm to 7. Therefore we can

extendleach induced homomorphism to a Banach algebra homomorphism <I>:A->7.

Wiener in [W] proved the following important lemma, which was crucial in the

proof of his Tauberian theorems.

Leuna (Neuer). Let f be a function from the unit circle T to the complex numbers

C and suppose f(z) is invertible for every z€T, i.e., f: T->C Then if f has

an absolutely convergent Fourier expansion, so does 1/ f.

The above lemma was one of the first testing grounds for the maximal ideal

theory for commutative Banach algebras developed by Gelfand [GRS]. Gelfand’s

proof was extremely short and elegant compared with the proof of Wiener.
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Bochner and Phillips obtained a substantial generalization of Wiener’s Lemma

[BP]. Roughly speaking they changed the scalars from the field of complex numbers

to a noncommutative Banach ring by tensoring the commutative Wiener algebra with

the noncommutative ring. Their theorem was further generalized in [A] and [GL]. We

give a short sketch of the proof following the second proof in [BP], but using the

notation of [GL].

Theorem (Bochner—Phillips). Let A be a Z®J·'-algebra. An element
a€A

has a

left, right or two-sided inverse in A if, for each induced homomorphism Ö, the

- element Ö(a)E? has a left, right or two-sided inverse, respectively.

Proof. The only if part is immediate. Suppose that aEA is such that Ö(a)€7

has a left inverse in 7 for every induced homomorphism Ö. We want to conclude

that a has a left inverse in A, or equivalently that a is not contained in any

maximal left ideal of A. Let I be a maximal left ideal of A. Consider the left

A-module V-A/I and denote by [b] the coclass of b€A, which is an

element of V. The ring A acts on V as c·[b]-[cb] for c€A.

The module V is A-irreducible. Indeed, pick an arbitrary [b]€V, [b]¢0,

and consider the submodule V0-A·[b]CV. Denote by S the union of all the cosets

of V0. The set S is actually a left ideal of A containing I. Moreover b€$,

because A has a unit, and [b]¢0 so b&I. By the maximality of I we are forced

to have S-A, hence V0•V, and V is A-irreducible.

From the irreducibility of V and Schur’s Lemma we have that the action of Z

on V reduces to multiplication by a complex number, i.e., for every z€Z, there is

XEC such that s•[b]-)\[b] for all [b]€V. One checks that this defines a

multiplicative functional <p via <p(z)-X. Let Ö be the induced homomorphism. Note
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that for an element Zzifi of Z®7 we can write .
l

i

. (Z¤,f,)·{bl - fi ·(¤, ·lbl) - (Zf,<p(¤,))·{bl = ¢(2z,f,)·[bl

By the assumption that we have a Z®7-lalgebra we can extend this formula to read

c · [b] - <I>(c)•[b], Vb,ceA. l
l

By assumption, <I>(a) has a left inverse in 7; say f is the left inverse,

f g<I>(a)-e. In particular (f •<I>(a))·[e]=·=[e]. If we suppose that a€I then

<I>(a)·[e]¤a~[e]=-[a]-[0], which is a contradiction because [0]¢[e]. We _ conclude

that a is not contained in any left ideal of A, and therefore has a left inverse.

The proof for a right and a two-sided inverse will follow mutatis mutandis

considering right and two-sided maximal ideals, respectively. I

Suppose now, that 7 is a Banach algebra with a unit and norm II · II?.

Let A be a Banach algebra of functions from R to 7 with pointwise multiplication

and norm II - IIA satisfying
n

(i) IIaIIA 2 sup{IIa(>2)II}- : XER}, Va€A.

Let Z be a central subalgebra of A consisting of complex valued functions on R

with pointwise multiplication. Let the norm on Z be the one induced by the norm of

A. Also we assume that Z®7 is dense in A. If Z is the carrier space (space of

maximal ideals) of Z and R*•RU{¤¤} is the one point compactification of .the real line,

we also assume

(11) 2 - 12*.

Thus the multiplicative functionals go on Z are precisely the evaluation functionals

ät, i.e., <p-ät for some
t€R*

where ät(z)-z(t). If (i—ii) are satisfied, then A A
is a Z®7 algebra. Indeed, let (P-ötIZ**aJ be a multiplicative functional and let <I>t
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be the induced homomorphism. Then <I>t is given by evaluation, <I>t(a)=a(t),

VaEA. We have to check that it is a bounded map from A to 7:

sup{II<I>t(a)II7 : IIaIIA - 1} -• sup{IIa(t)II; : IIaIIA == 1} S 1

where the inequality follows from _

We will say that an algebra A of 7-valued functions on the real line with

the assumptions (i-ii) has the Wiener property, whence a is invertible in A iff a(t)

is invertible in 7 for all t€R*.

Our aim will be to obtain an algebra useful for our purposes with the Wiener

property. Let u-ZfiAi be a simple function, i.e., u€L1(R)®L(H). For any
)\€R

the function t—>ei)‘tu(t) is obviously in L1(R)®L(H). Denote the Gelfand integral of

this function by We obtain v.i€Co(R)®L(H), where C0(R) is the

space of continuous functions on R that decay at infinity (use the Riemann—Lebesgue

lemma). Recall that Let C be a trace class operator of

trace norm one, C-Z·7iei(·,e;) and 27i
-

1. We have

su r
-

sup ·y-u e-,e-

W
¤¤(cG)¤ ¤°§ (^(x)

’)us
xp

x i-1
‘ ‘ ‘

$
^ IS 7i S

S sup wp !(¤Y(k)<p„¢)| Zi- S
x ll<pll,llcllS1.

‘

S wp ||(¤(·)e=>,~/»)l| S
ll¢ll„lI*/>l|S1 1

S ¤¤x>{||¤¤;(¤(·)C)||1 = ||C||(1)S1}
- IIuII€.

Taking the supremum over C on the left we conclude that
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IIÄII s Ilullc. (2.2)

Thus the Fourier transform takes simple functions from L1(lR)®€L(H) into simple

functions in C0(R,L(H)). As it is a bounded operator, it may be extended by

continuity to all of L1(R)® €L(H). We have shown the following fact.

Proposition 2.1. The Fourier transform acts as a bounded operator

^ 1: L (R)® €L(H) -> Co(R,L(H)).

We will obtain a Banach algebra with the Wiener property by adding to our

algebra L1(R)®€L(H)D a sufficiently large center. Recall that D is a fixed trace

class operator and the norm of an element uD is given by IIuDII-IluII€IIDII(1),

while multiplication is defined by convolution. Let Z be obtained from L1(R) by

adjoining a unit and let TD be obtained by adjoining a unit to L(H)D. Formally we

write Z-1+L1(R) and TD-I+L(H)D. Then Z®€TD is a Banach algebra. Let AD

be its image in C(R,L(H)) imder the Fourier transform. We equip AD with the

norm induced from Z®€TD, i.e., if u€Z®€TD then the norm of the element GEAD

is Iliill-IIuII. We immediately get that assumptions and are satisfied, and thus

we obtain that AD has the Wiener property. In fact, with the following lemma we

have something better.

Leuna 2.2. Suppose D is a compact operator on an infinite dimensional Hilbert space

H. Let I+L(H)D be the algebra obtained from the ideal L(H)D by formally adjoining

a unit. Then B€I+L(H)D is invertible in I+L(H)D iff it is invertible in
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Proof. In general we have B·=aI+CD for some a€C and C€L(H).' Suppose B is-

·invertible in Because H is infinite dimensional and D is compact, we are forced
toi

have cv¢0, so, without loss of generality, assume cv-1. Let (I—A)€L(H) be

the inverse of B, i.e., I-(I—A)(I+CD)= I—A+CD—ACD, or A==(I—A)CD. Then

(I-A)€I+L(H)D. I

Proposition 2.3. Let xi€ADE(Z®€.7D)^. If is invertible in L(H) for every

then ni is invertible in AD, forsomeWe

have an immediate corollary.

Proposition 2.4. Let lß and w be in L°°(H) or C(R,H). Let u€L1(R)®€L(H) and

let D be a trace class operator on H. Then

¢•
- u*D1,b

- w (2.3)

is a well defined equation in L°°(H) or C(R,H). It has a solution in L°°(H) or

C(R,H) iff the symbol of this equation is invertible in L(H) for all

)«ER*. If this is the case, then the solution is given by

1/;
-

w + ux*Dw, (2.4)

where ux is some element of L1(R)®€L(H).

If instead of the injective tensor product ®€ we substitute the projective

tensor product ®„, all the above facts are true and known. More precisely,
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L1(R)®„L(H) is the space of L(H)—valued Bochner integrable functions L1(L(H)),
[

and forms a Banach algebra under convolution. The functions _act via convolution as

bounded operators on L°°(H), sending it into C(R,H). Also, the algebra

(1+L1[R))®"L(H) has the Wiener property. In this case, we do not need atraceclass

operator D. ·
We note that even though the Bochner integral of a compact operator valued

function is a compact operator, the same is not true for L1(R)®€L(H). Indeed, if

we have a compact operator valued function, then t_he Gelfand integral as defined in

the previous section becomes the Dunford integral [DU], because the trace class

operators are the dual of the compact operators. However, in general the Dunford

integral is a map from a Banach space to its second dual, indeed, in our case from

the compact operators to the bounded operators. ‘

3. Perturbation Theory

By a strongly continuous bisemigroup E(t) on a I·Iilbert space H (see [BGK])

we will understand a function E from R\{0} into L(H), the bounded operators on H,

with the following properties:

(i) E(t)E(s)•:;E(t+s) if sgn(t)-sgn(s)-1 and E(t)E(s)=-0 if sgn(t)=¤—sgn(s)

(ii) is strongly continuousL

It is easy to check that

Hi - st-tl1iän(:E(t))
V

are bounded projectors, called separating projectors, and that II+H_-0-l”I_H+.
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In the definition of a bisemigroup we require also

(iii) H++l'I_-1.

This is equivalent to saying that :E(t)Hi, :1220, are strongly continuous right/left

semigroups on RanHt. An operator S is the generator of E(t) if Hi leaves

D(S) invariant and SHih-HtSh, VhED(S), and if E(t)-:exp(-tS)Ht, :t>0.

We will also write E(t;S) for the bisemigroup generated by S. If the Laplace

transform of E(t) exists, then it is easy to check that it is the resolvent of S on

the imaginary axis, °i.e.,

h€H.The

bisemigroup will be called bounded holomorphic, strongly decaying

holomorphic, or exponentially decaying holomorphic if thesemigroups:t>0,

have the respective properties. We have the following lemma.

Lemun 3.1. Suppose that S generates a bounded holomorphic semigroup exp(—tS) and

that zero is in the spectrum of S. Then the semigroup is strongly decaying if and

only if zero is in the continuous spectrum of S.

Proof. Take first h€D(S-1)-RanS, which is dense by assumption. Then h-Sk for

some
k€H

and by using a property of holomorphic semigroups we have IIexp(—tS)h|I

- IISexp(-tS)kII S const- Ilkll/t —• 0 as t—•¤o. Because the semigroup is bounded

and RanS is dense, we get that the strong decay holds for all h€H.

If zero is an eigenvalue of S with corresponding eigenvector h, then

exp(—tS)-äi:(I-tS/n)nh-h, whence the semigroup is not strongly decaying.

If zero is in the residual spectrum of S, we consider the adjoint semigroup,
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which also is a bounded holomorphic semigroup (see [P], Corollary 1.10.6) with zero an

eigenvalue of its generator. As a result, the adjoint semigroup as well as the original

semigroup cannot be strongly decaying. I

In the case that S generates a decaying semigroup one observes that Hi

are the maximal positive/negative spectral projectors for the operator S, i.e.

o·(Sl'Ii) C {;:ReS0}.

First we will consider the case of a Bochner integrable kernel }{(.)B and

after that the case when B is trace class. Let L1(L(H)) be the space of operator

valued functions, Bochner integrable on the real line. As already mentioned in the

previous section, the algebra obtained from L1(L(H)) by formally adjoining a unit has

the Wiener property.

Theorem (Bochner-Phillips [BP]). If .¢(·)€L1(L(H)) and

wm*X

is invertible ou the extended imaginary axis, then

-1 °° Xt xW()„)
-

1+.] e 1 (t)dt, Re).-0,
*1

for some tx(·)€L1(L(H)). Moreover, !x(·) is compact operator valuedifis.

For an angle 0<0$1r/2 we denote sectors about the real axis by Eat

with Bot-{z€C : Iarg(:z) I <0} and 20-Z0+UE6_. Assume that S
is a spectral operator of scalar type (see [DS]) on a 1·1ilbert space H with spectral
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measure dF()„), i.e.,

s - ( >„dF(>„).
(

¤(S)

Assume also that a(S)c§n_/2_01 for some 0<01<1r/2 and that zero is either in

the resolvent set or in the continuous spectrum of S. It is immediate to check that

S is a generator of a strongly decaying, holomorphic bisemigroup of angle at least

0 1, with separating projectors given by the spectral projectors

Hi-F(0(S)f'1{:Rez20}). If S°1 is a bounded operator, the bisemigroup is

exponentially decaying.

Our a.im is to establish sufficient conditions so that a perturbation SX-SA

will still generate a bisemigroup. Besides the assumption on S made above, suppose

also that the following conditions hold:

‘ B
- I-A is compact.

(ii) B is Holder continuous with respect to S at zero and infinity: there exist

numbers oz,·7>0 and bounded operators D1,D2 such that B -
ISI°°D1 and B - |SI7D2, where ISI-S(H+—H_).

The spectrum of Sx is contained in a sector around the real axis:

for some 0<02<1r/2.

(iv) KerA -·
0.

Condition will assure the Bochner integrability of the convolution kernel.

Because B is compact, (iv) implies that A°1 is bounded and that SX-SA is densely

defined.

Let us make the following remark. By assumption the spectrum of S is
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contained in a sector of angle 1r/2-01. Because s-sx is S-relatively compact, by a

Weyl type of argument the spectrum of SX outside of this sector will consist of at

most countably many points that can accumulate only on 6(S). To be more precise, -

if the parts of the resolvent set of S that contain the upper and the lower

imaginary half lines are disconnected parts of the resolvent set, then we must make

sure that the perturbation does not "fill a hole", i.e., there are at least two points

hoi such that and >«0i€p(Sx). As we will see

in the next chapter, if we impose the condition Kam-Ker(ReA)-0 then SX has no

eigenvalues along the imaginary axis. So we need only assume that there is no

sequence of eigenvalues which approaches zero tangentially to the imaginary axis to

be able to find an angle Ü<02<7l'/2 such that ¢r(Sx)C§"/2__ß2. Of course, if

B is a finite rank operator there are only finitely many discrete points so there is

no problem of their accumulation at zero.

W
Theorem 3.1. With the above assumptions on S and B, SX generates a holomorphic

bisemigroup Ex(t) with separating projectors
H};.

For any t€R ‘{0} we have

that E(t)—Ex(t) and Hi-H);
are compact, and that the bisemigroup Ex(t) is

strongly decaying. If o·(S) has a gap at zero (i.e., S-1 is bounded), then Ex(t) is

exponentially decaying.

Proof. Consider the operator valued function .•‘(t)-SE(t)B defined fort€RWe

claim that llndeed, for a bounded function ¢• on 0(S) one

. has, by the functional calculus, II¢(S)Il -·
ess sup {|¢(z)I :z€a(S)}, and a

simple calculation shows that the first and second Holder conditions on B assure

II1(t)II is integrable in t near infinity and near zero. Hence II:(·)IIEL1(R),

and t(·)€L1(L(H)).
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Next define

(U/¤)(*·) -
jl

¢(¤-¤)¢(S)d¤„
'X

a bounded operator on the spaces Lp(H)i°°° of Lp Bochner integrable vector valued

functions on the real line, or on C(R,H), the space of norm continuous vector valued

functions on the real line. The symbol of the operator (I-!.) is given by the

two—sided Laplace transform _

w(>„) -
1-fw J*°;(¢)d« - (x-s)‘1(>„-sx) = 1-x‘1(s‘1->r1)‘1B

' *X

for Re)„•0. From the assumptions on B it follows that W()«) has a bounded

inverse on the extended imaginary axis. We can apply the Bochner-Phillips Theorem

to obtain that the operator I-L on Lp(H)°:°° or C(R,H) is invertible with inverse
‘ I+Lx, where —

jl
»’x(¢-¤)¢(¤)d¤~

*X

We claim that Ex(t)h-(I+Lx)E(t)h, for h€H and t€R ‘{0}, is the bisemigroup

generated by Sx. First let us check that Ex(t) defined above is a bisemigroup. Fix

some s>0 and h6H and define ¢•(t)=-Ex(t+s)h if t>0 and ¢(t)-0 if t<0. When

t>0 we have

(I-L)¢(t) - Ex(t+s)h-I 1(t+s-r)Ex(r)hdr -s

x S x
- (I—L)E (t+s)h+‘|· 1(t+s—r)E (r)hdr,

"X

since for r<s we have t+s-r>0 and .¢(t+s-r)-E(t)!(s—r), while for r>s we have
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0==E(t)£(s—r). We can rewrite the above as

(I—L)¢(t) -· E(t+s)h+E(t)LEx(s)h
- E(t)(E(s)+LEx(s))h =- E(t)EX(s)h.

Therefore ¢(t)-Ex(t)Ex(s)h for t>0. When t<0 we have

ä %

(I-L)1/:(t)
- -I ;(t+s-r)Ex(r)hdr - !(s—r)Ex(r)hdr -S -o¤

· E(t)(E(s)+LEx(s))h ·· E(t)Ex(s)h.

Combining the two cases and recalling the definition of 1ß(t), we get

E°‘(¤)E"(s)-E*‘(¤+s) for t,s>o and Ex(t)Ex(s)=0 ser «<o, S>o.

It is easy to see that Ex(t) is strongly continuous and bounded. To check

that Hf_+HE-I, note that convolutions are smoothing, hence the jump of Ex(t) at
l

t==0 is equal to the jump of E(t) at t-0, i.e.,

(H_}:+Hf)h
-

Ex(+0)h — Ex(-0)h ¤ E(+0)h - E(-0)h ·- (l'I++1'I_)h = h.

Therefore Ex(t) is a bounded, strongly continuous bisemigroup. The above argument

is adaptedfromBy

assumption ¢r(Sx)C§„/2__02 for some 0<02<1r/2. Taking a double

sided Laplace transform, we get immediately _

(sx->‘)‘1h — fx
¢"°E"(«)hd•;, Rex-0, >„•o, 1161+1.

*X
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Hence SX is the generator of Ex(t) and II: are positive/negative spectral projectors

for SX. _

If <p€[0,0), where 0==min{01,02} then all the above applies as well for

ei‘pS and ei‘pSx, i.e., ei(’°Sx is the generator of a bounded bisemigroup, so by [K;

Theorem IX.1.23], SX generates a bounded holomorphic bisemigroup of angle at least

0.

The compactness of

Ex(t)-E(t) ~
[mo

1(t-s)Ex(s)ds,

and consequently of 11:-11*, follows from the fact that the (Bochner) integral of

an integrable compact operator valued function is compact.

Because D((Sx)—1)-D(S-1) is dense, zero is either in the resolvent set or in

the continuous spectrum of Sx, and hence Ex is strongly decaying. If the operator

S has a gap at zero, then it is immediate that E(t), and hence !(t), is

exponentially decaying. Then by the same argument as in [GRS] it can be shown

that tx(t) will be exponentially decaying, implying the exponential decay of Ex(t).

This completes the proof of the theorem. |
[

Next we consider the case when instead of the integrability condition we

assume:

(ii') B is a trace class operator.

The conditions on S are the same as before. Set }{(x)-SE(x,S).

Lemum $.2. The function N is weak—"‘ integrable, i.e., )(€L1(R)®€L(H). In fact

||)¢||€-·1-
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Proof. We will assume that S is self adjoint with spectrum situated on the positive

axis and of multiplicity one. The general case will only make the notation more

cumbersome, but is essentially the same calculation. Thus we may take H to be the

space of square integrable functions on o(S)C[0,¤¤), and S the operator of

multiplication by the argument. Let C be a trace class operator on H, i.e.,

C-Z7i ei(·,e;). Then we have the estimate
I

% IIodt I tr(C}((t))I
-

fodtl i§17i()((t)ei,ei)I S _

t 7- t e-,e-
-

S I°°-1 E um
’>¤

0
i_1 1 1 1

°° °° 1 -t/p —

- - - - d d Sgl 7, I0|I„(S) ;,-¤ ¤,(#)<=,(#) M ¤

°° ' — °° -1/11 dtS
iäl

*1, _I„(S) |•=,(#)| |¤,(#)I (I0¤ T)d# S

I
I

S
iäl

7i Ileill II¢iII - i§17i
= IICII(1)- I

Let 1/: and w be in L°°(H), C(R,H) or C(R+,H)$C(R_,H), where in the

last case we are allowing the functions to have a jump discontinuity at zero. Let B

be a trace class operator on H with trace norm IIBII(1). From the discussion in the

previous sections, we have a well defined operator L: L°°IHI—>C|R,H),__given_ by_

convolution,(L1/-•)(t)

-
I.

N(t—s)B¢(s)ds. (3.2)
'X

lVIoreover we have IILII-IIBII(1). Hence (1-L) is an operator mapping each of
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I

L°°(H), C(R,H) or C(R+,H) $ C(R_,H) into itself. In other words the equation

lß - L1[J - w
I

(3.3)

is well defined. Next consider the symbol of this equation, i.e., the two sided

Laplace transform (Re)‘=¤0):

W()x) - I — Vo
e)‘t)((t)Bdt

- I-S(S-)‘)—1B = (S—>„)“1(Sx->.), (3.4)
*X

· where we again denote SX-S(1-B). By the»Bochner—Phillips theorem equation (3.3)

is uniquely solvable iff the symbol W()\) is invertible on the extended imaginary axis

ilR*. Moreover the solution is given by

ib
-

w + Lxw,

where LX is again a convolution-operator,

x °° x(L w)(t) - I N (t—s)Bw(s) ds
'X

for some )(xEL1(R)®€L(H). Moreover, because as noted in the previous section

convolutions map bounded measurable functions into C(lR,H), we obtain that, if

w€C(R+,H)$C(R_,H), then 1/: has the same jump at zero as w.
A

With the above remarks in mind, the proof of the following theorem will be

the same as the proof of Theorem 3.1, with the exception of the compactness

statement.
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Theorem 3.2. If S is a spectral operator of scalar type, if its spectrum is

contained in a sector of angle 1r/2-0, 0<0<1r/2, around the real axis, and if

conditions (i), (ii'), (iv) are satisfied, then SX generates a holomorphic bisemigroup

Ex(t) with separating projectors H:. For any t€lR ‘{0} we have that E(t)—Ex(t)

and l”I1-H: are compact. The bisemigroup Ex(t) is strongly decaying. If

0(S) has a gap at zero_(i.e., $-1 is bounded), then Ex(t) is exponentially decaying.

Proof. We will show only the compactness of E(t)—E(t)x. As remarked at the end

of the previous section, the Dunford integral of a compact operator valued function

in general is not compact, but the Bochner integral is. Set

where is the characteristic function of the

interval [a,b]. Denote Bn-<I>u(S)B. Obviously }((.)Bu is a Bochner integrable

function; On the other hand, using the functional calculus for S and the dominated

convergence theorem we get that II(<I>¤(S)—I)hII-»0 as n-•¤¤ for every h€H,
hence

II(<I>u(S)-I)CII->0 as n—•¤¤ for every compact operator C. Now B can be written as

B-CD, where C is compact and D is trace class. Indeed, let B-Esifi(·,ei) with

{ei} and {fi} orthonormal families and {si} the singular numbers. Denote by 0 the

sum of the si’s and by 0n the partial sums. Choose a strictly increasing sequence

of natural numbers {k(r)}, such that 0—0k(r)S3_r0 for r-1,2,... . Set ci-2-r and

di-2rsi for k(r-1)<iSk(r). Then the desired operators are C-Ecifi(•,fi) and

D-Edifi(·,ei). Note that IIDII(1) -
Edi S 30 - 3IIB|I(1). Then we will have

l

that I|(<I>u(S)-I)BII(1) S I|DII(1)II(<I>n(S)-I)CII —> 0 as n—•¤¤. From before we have

II)-_°°i((t—s)BEx(s)dsII S const.IIBII(1).

Set Eä(t) to denote the bisemigroup generated by S(I—Bu). We have that
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E(t)-Eä(t) is compact for any n by the argument in Theorem 3.1. By the above

argument we have that (E(t)-Eä(t))—>(E(t)—Ex(t)) in operator norm. Thus

E(t)—Ex(t) is compact. I



III. STRONG SOLUTIONS

In this chapter we discuss questions of existence and uniqueness of solutions

to the boundary value problem in the original Hilbert space for collision operators of

the form "identity plus a compact". We consider only the case of B satisfying the

"I·Iölder condition with respect to T", i.e., the kernel of the convolution operator

}((.)B is Bochner integrable. (In fact, if B is trace class, without reference to the

Hölder condition, the analysis of this chapter will go through.

1. The Strictly Accretive Case.

For clarity of the exposition we will consider first the case when the

collision operator A is invertible. We will work on a I·Iilbert space H, assuming that

1b(x)EH for every x. Suppose that the operators T and A on H have the

following properties: ·

(i) T is injective and self adjoint. Denote by D(T) its domain and by Qi the

maximal positive/negative spectral projectors for T.

(ii) B -
I—A is compact.

RanB C D(ITIa) F1 RanITI’1 for some a>1, ·7>0, where ITI -

T(Q+-Q_)·

(iv) A is accretive, i.e., ReA
-

(A+A*)/2 2 0.

(v) KerA - Ker(ReA) - 0.

We will use the notation K-T°1A. Observe that K is densely defined

36
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because RanA-H and that K is closed because K*DA*T°1 is densely defined. From

assumption (v) it follows that K has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. Therefore

we can apply the Theorem for perturbation of bisemigroups with S-T_1, SX-K.

Let us denote by Pi the spectral (separating) projectors for K.

Consider the boundary value problem

§YT¢(x) - —A•/:(x), x>O, (1.1a)
Q+•/¤(0)

·· <P+» · (1-lb)

||~/>(x)|| - <>(x°) (><—•¤¤)» (1-1¢)

for some 0Sn<¤¤ and <p+€Q+D(T). By a solution we will understand a continuous

U

function 1ß:[0,¤¤)—>D(T), such that T1/:(x) is strongly differentiable for x€(0,¤¤)

and the equation and boundary conditions are satisfied. It is easy to show

that every solution has the form «bh(x)•exp(-xK)P+h, 1:20, for some

h€D(T) such that Q+P+h-go+. Because K generates a strongly decaying

bisemigroup, all solutions satisfy (1.1c) with n•0. 4

The unique solvability of the boundary value problem is equivalent to the

bijectivity of the map Q+ from P+D(T) onto Q+D(T). Introducing the operator

V-Q+P++Q_P_, we have unique solvability if V maps D(T) one—to—one onto D(T).

Denoting by E-V°1 the albedo operator, we will have P+h-E<p+.

Lenma 1.1. The projectors P* and the operator V leave D(T) invariant. The

operator. (I-V) is compact in H and also in D(T) equipped with the T graph norm

Proof. We can write I—V-(Q_—Q+)(P+—Q+). According to the Theorem for

perturbation of bisemigroups we have P+-Q+ -
I°j°°t(-y)Ex(y)dy and it is a

compact operator, hence (I-V) is compact in H. Assumption with a>1 assures
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that T1(·)€L1(L(H))°_?°°. Therefore (P+—Q+)h€D(T), Vh€H. This implies

that P tD(T)CD(T) and VD(T)cD(T). .
”

Let us define P;-APiA°1. P Obviously P_:-Q+-

(P+-Q+)+P+BA_1-BP+-BP+BA_1 is a compact operator in H. For h€D(T) we

have 13:Th
-

AP+A”1Th • A(A'1T)P+h - TP+h, hence T(P+—Q+)h
-

(P:-Q+)Th. This with the compactness of (P;-Q+) implies that P+-Q+, and

hence (I—V), is compact in D(T) in the T-graph norm ¤

Lemun 1.2. If h€D(T) then 1ßh(·)€L2(H)°6°, ¢h(x)€D(T) for all x20, and

IIT¢-h(x)II—>0 as x—•¤¤.

Proof. Because we have a holomorphic bisemigroup, the derivative 1Z1h(x) -= —

T_1A1/:h(x) exists and obviously belongs to D(T). Since P+h€D(T), we have that

1/:h(x)
- P+h + .Iä•Z1h(y)dy is in D(T).

Using the shorthand notation wh( for the bisemigroup generated by
T”1

applied to a vector h, one has that h6D(T) implies wh(·)EL2(H)i°°° (the space of

Bochner square integrable H—valued functions). For, using the Spectral Theorem,

•X

0 -1 -1 -1 -1

- (
(e"‘T Q_h,¢-XT Q_11)dx + )‘°°(e"‘T Q+11,e"‘T Q+h)dx --oo Ü

0 0 -2ä .„ .„ -2ä
·-

dx e
“dE

(p) + dx e
“dE

(p) - .

°° 1 1 1'l <‘
°°·-,„ 1
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where dE is the spectral resolution of the identity for T. But wh(.)€L2(H)°:°°°

implies •ßh(.)€L2(H)°j°°. Writing T1ßh(x)-TP+h-AIä•ß•h(y)dy and taking x-eswe get _
1* T TP 11 A °° TP 11 '1-AA TP+h - 0.

which completes the proof. |

In the next lemma the accretivity assumption on A is crucial.

Lemum. 1.3. KerV - 0.

Proof. First note that KerV C D(T). Indeed, let Vh-0. Then h-(I—V)h€D(T),

where the inclusion is assured by the first Iemma. Because we have KerV
-

(RanP+I’1RanQ_)$(RanP_f“IRanQ+), the proof will be completed if we can show that

RanQ;¤RanPif1D(T)-0.

Suppose that h€RanP+f1RanQ_I"ID(T). Following WVZIVI], one has

-(2(R¤A)vh(==)1¢h(x)) ·· -(A¢h(>¢)1¢h(><))-(¢·h(>=)1A•/¤h(¤<)) - (1-2)

d T d T d T

But -(Th,h)20, because'—l:€BanQ;.
ll

Using the accretivity of A and Lemma 1.2 we

_ have the estimate

0 ' -2e x, xx-im x, xx- .21 V((RA)¢()•/>())d 1 ]~TdT¢()¤ß())d (13)Tj__f
0 11 11 Tw OH? 11 11

' 1i1¤(T¢h(T)1¢h(1’)) — (T•/·h(+0)„¢h(+0)) * -(Th„b) Z 0·
T*P®
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Therefore (Th,h)-0. But T is injective and negative definite on RanQ_, whence we

get h-0. This shows that RanP+¤RanQ_f1D(T)-0. Analogously

RanP_f1RanQ+I"1D(T)-0 holds, and hence we have proved that V is injective. I

Theor 1.1. For every <p+€Q+D(T) the boundary value problem (1.1) has a unique

solution which is given by 1/1(x)-exp(-xK)E<p+. Regardless of n in (1.1c) it is

decaying at infinity and is also square integrable in x. If T is a bounded operator,

then the solutions are exponentially decaying.

Proof. Because V maps D(T) into itself and I—V is compact in D(T) in the T graph

norm, the injectivity of V implies that V maps D(T) onto D(T). Therefore the

operator E-V-1 is a bounded operator in D(T) with the T graph norm and obviously

for <p+€Q+D(T) we have E<p+€P+D(T) and
Q+E<p+-<p+. I

If T is an unbounded operator, the boundary value problem (1.1) can be

interpreted in another way, namely with T and the derivative interchanged in the

right hand side of (1.1a). In this case we may assume that <p€Q+H rather than

just <p€Q+D(T). A solution is taken to be
ae

continuous function 1/::[0,¤¤)—>H

which is strongly differentiable on (0,¤¤). We again have unique solvability for every
<p+€Q+H

and the _decay of all solutions at infinity; only the square integrability

of the solution may be lost. The proof follows that of Theorem 1.1 except that

one needs compactness of I-V only in H, and thus Lemma 1.1 is unnecessary.

2. Conservative Case. Decompositions.
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In what follows the notation K¤T°1A, K=T-1A* will be used. The zero

root linear manifold of K is denoted Z0(K)
-

{f€D(K) : Kuf-0 for some n€N},

and analogously Z0(K),_Z0(K*), and Z0(K*) for K, K* and K*.

We want to treat collision operators A with nontrivial kernel, so we change

assumption (v) of the previous section to assumptions (v/) and (vi):

(vf) KerA - Ker(ReA),

(vi) and Z0(K)CD(T) for some ·y>0.

First we prove a few simple facts.

Proposition 2.1.

(a)
f€H

and (Af,f) = 0 imply f€KerA, (2.1a)

(b) KerA - KerA*, (2.1b)

(c) RanA • RanA*, (2.1c)

(d) H
- KerA$RanA. (2.1d)

Proof. (a) If (Af,f)-0 then (A*f,f)-0. Adding these together gives (ReAf,f)-0.

But ReA20, so this implies f€Ker(ReA)-KerA. (b) If f€KerA-Ker(ReA), then

0=2ReAf•Af+A*f-A*f, and hence fEKerA*. For the converse use (a). Finally (c)

follows from (b) using the identity (RanA)J'ä-KerA*, which is true for any bounded

operator A, and (b) and (c) imply I

Proposition 2.2. The operators K and K are densely defined and closed. Their

adjoints satisfy K*DA*T—1 and K*DAT°1, and the intertwining properties:

TKCK*T, ·1‘1’Z:cK”°'r.
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Proof. We will show that D(K) is dense. Let
Ä,

be the inverse of ArR.anA.

Hence A is a bounded operator from RanA onto RanA. We have

D(K)-X(RanTI’1RanA)$KerA, so it will be sufficient to show that RanA¤RanT is

dense in RanA (We have assumed that KerACD(T)). Now codim RanA<¤¤ and RanT

is dense in H, hence one can always choose a subspace NCRanT such that

H-N$RanA. If RanAf1RanT is not dense in RanA, then there is a nonzero

bounded functional g on RanA such that g(RanA F1 RanT) • 0. Extend g to all of

H by setting g(N)•0. Then g will be a nonzero bounded functional on H with

g(RanT)-0, which contradicts the fact that RanT is dense in H.

By changing A to A*, one obtains the density of The remainder of the

proposition follows easily. I

Proposition 2.3. The only possible eigenvalue of T°1A on the imaginary axis can be

at the origin.

Proof. Let Af-nTf where rp--;. Then (Af,f)-ry(Tf,f) and (A*f,f)
-

(f,Af)
-

;(f,Tf)
-

—q(Tf,f). Adding them gives ((ReA)f,f)-0 and thus f€KerA. I

Proposition 2.4. The Jordan chains of K and K at X-0 have length at most two.

Proof. Suppose there are g0,g1,g2€H such that T_1Ag0=-gl, T-1Agl-g2, and

Ag2-0. Applying (2.1b) gives that A*g2-0. Consider (Ag1,g1) - (Tg2,g1)
-

(g2,Tg1)
- (g2,Ago) - (A*g2,go) -· 0. Then g1€KerA follows from (2.1a). I

Corollary 2.1. One has the inclusion KZ0(K)CKerK
-

KerA and the estimate

dimZ0(K) - dim(KerA) + S 2dimKerA. The analogous inclusion and

estimate hold for
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The next theorem is an important step in the analysis of the operator K and

the unique solvability of the boundary value problem.

Theorem 2.1. There is a K—invariant decomposition H¤Zo(K)0Z1(K), where Z1(K)

*

l\

- <z„<K >>* - <Tz„<K>>*-

It is obvious that Z1(K) defined above is K-invariant. The theorem will

follow from the next two lemmas. _

Leum 2.1. If MCD(T) is a subspace of H, then T(TM)'L - MJ'f1RanT.

Proof. Let Tx€T(TM)‘I'. Since T is invertible, this implies that x€(TM)'L, and

since T is self adjoint this implies Tx€M'I'. Hence T(TM)'LCM‘LI'lRanT.

Conversely, let x•Ty and
x€M'L,

so y€(TM)J', and therefore xET(TM)‘L and

T(TM)'LDM'Lf1RanT. n '

Lemm 2.2. We have the following identities:

(8)(b)

Z0(K)nZ1(K)
-

0

(c) KZ0(K)—^*

^*
* *KZ0(K)···KZ0(K) .

TKZ0(K)

-dimZ0(K)
-

dim Z0(K*)
-

dim Z0(I2*)
-

dim Z0(K)
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Proof. (a) Let us show that Ker(K*)n ·= Ker(AT-1)u for each n21. For n==1

one has KerK* ¤ (RanK)'L - (T_1(RanA*l’"IRanT))‘L - T(RanA*I'1RanT)'L
-

T(KerA+(RanT)J')
-·

TKerA • Ker(AT'1), where the second equality follows from

Lemma 2.1. For the case n-2 assume that f E Ker(K*)2, hence K*f E KerK* -
Ker(AT_1)

-
TKerA and K*f-Tg for some g E KerA. Moreover,

Tg€

RanK*-(KerA*)J'•RanA, hence Tg-Ah for some h. Set k-Th and observe that

K*k-AT°1k-Ah-K*f since
Ki!

coincides with AT-1 on RanT. Thus K*(k—f)¤0 or

f-k+ko for some ko E KerK*-Ker(AT-1)-TKerACRanT. Therefore one gets

that f€RanT and f€Ker(AT°1)2. Repeating this argument will prove the
‘ assertion ford general n, and thus (a). ·

(b) Because both Zo(K) and Z1(K) are K invariant, we have

KhEKerAf1Zl(K) if h€Zo(K)f1Z1(K) and Kh¢0. So it is sufficient to prove that

KerAf1Z1(K)-0. Suppose that h€KerAf1Z1(K). From the self—adjointness of T,

Proposition 2.1, and (a) above, it follows that

Th-A*g rer some g6z0(R). We
have used the fact that h€KerA-KerA*CZ0(K). Thus (A*g,g)•(Th,g)¤0, and

Proposition 2.1(a) implies 0-:A*g-Th. But T is injective, thus finally h-0.

(c) For the first equality in (c) suppose k6KZo(K), i.e., Ak - 0 and Tk
-

Ah for some h. Then TkcRanA
-

RanA* and Tk
-

A*g for some g. Because

keKerA
-

KerA* it follows that g6Z0(K) and thus k6KZo(K), or KZ0(K) C

The converse inclusion is proved analogously. To show. the third and

fourth identities use (a) and Proposition 2.2. These then give the second identity

immediately. Finally, the dimensional computations follow from these identities and

Corollary 2.1. n

With Lemma 2.3(bl and the dimension argument of Lemma 2.3(c), the proof of

Theorem 2.1 is immediate. Let us denote by Po the projection H onto Zo(K) along
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ZI(K), and by PI its complementary projection. We would like to show that KPI is

a generator of a bisemigroup on ZI(K) with separating projectors P 1. We shall

obtain this as Proposition 2.5, but instead of working with the restriction of K to

ZI(K) we will work with
T°1AI

on H, where A is modified to A', so that the

latter is invertible and we can apply the Theorem for perturbation of bisemigroups.

Define Al
- TP0 + API. Using the notation Kl

- T-1A/ - Po + KPI, the

following is obvious:

K’P0
-

P0K’
- Po, (2.2)K’PI

- PIK' - PIK - KPI. (2.3)

Under the above assumptions on A and T we observe that
A,

has a bounded

inverse,
K,

has no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis, and I-AI satisfies the same

Hölder condition as I-A. Indeed, suppose Alf
-

0. Since Po commutes with T-IA,

we have TP0f
- -APIf and Pof - -T_1APIf. Applying Po to both sides gives

Pof • 0 and this implies PIf6KerA, which is impossible unless f - 0. Because
A,

is a finite rank perturbation of A, and because A has Fredholm index
V0, Al is also

Fredholm of index zero. Having no kernel, Al has a bounded inverse.

Suppose next that Klf
-

nf with 17
-

-5. Applying PI to both sides and

using (2.3) gives K(PIf)
-

5(PII'), hence by Proposition 2.3 one gets PIf
-

0.

Applying Po to both sides gives (Pof)
-

1)(P0f), also impossible unless Pof
-

0.
(

The Hölder condition on (I-A) implies that

(I-A)-ITlaD2-ITl_7DI for some oz>0, ·1>1 and bounded operators DI and

D2. Now note that Z0(K)CRanlTI°. Indeed for feZ0(K) one has AT_1Af
-

0 by

Proposition 2.4, hence f
-

(1-A)f+T(1-A)T—1Af • lTI°(D+TDT°1A)f.

Obviously AZo(K)CTZ0(K)CRanlTI°‘ holds, therefore (1-A,)
-

(1-A)+(A-T)Po

implies that Ran(1-A') c R„an|TI°. Using assumption (vi) from the beginning of
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this section and a similar argument we get the other inclusion.

One can apply the Theorem for perturbation of bisemigroups to the operator

K,. Let P; be the resulting positive/negative spectral projections for
K,. l

Proposition 2.5. The operators defined by Pi
-·

PQPI are projectors, commuting

with K and such that P+ + P_
-

P1 and o·(KPi) C {)„6C : 1Re).20}.

The families exp(4=xK)Pi, x>0, are holomorphic, bounded semigroups. Moreover

IIexp(=•'=xK)PthII—»0, x—•¤¤, Vh6H.

Proof. Everything will go through once (P;P1)2
-

PiP1 is shown, and this

obviously will follow from PLPO - 0
-

POPL. To check PLPO =¤ 0 let

f6Z0(K). Then

o 2 (K’Pif,Pif) - (PiK,f,Pif) - (Pif, Pit') 2 o,

hence Pif
-

0, Vf6Z0(K). To check POPL - O let f 6 RanPi. Because 1

is in the resolvent set of KIPL one can write f - (1-K')g for some g. Then

Pof - P0(1-Kl)g • (P0—P0KI)g
-

0. I

3. Conservative Case. Boundary Value Problem.

The objective is to consider questions of existence and uniqueness of solutions

to the boundary value problem (1.1), where <p+6 Q+B(T) is the given incoming flux.

Because the Jordan chains in Z0(K) have length at most two, we have three

possibilities at infinity, namely
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U
lim II«/»(x)lI Ä 0, (6.1a)x—•«>

ll!/¢(x)ll - 0(1), x-»„, (3.1b)

ll!//(x)ll -· O(x), x—•¤¤. (3.1c)

A solution will mean a continuous function 1ß: [0,o¤)—>D(T) such that (Ta/:)(x) is

strongly differentiable on (0,¤¤) and the above are satisfied. For short we will

denote by (A), (B), and (C) the boundary value problems (1.1a)-(1.1b)—(3.1a),

(1.1a)·—(1.1b)-(3.1b), and (1.1a)—(1.1b)-—(3.1c), respectively.

It is clear (for a proof see [GNIP], also that the following must be

true.

Proposition 3.1. All solutions of the boundary value problem (A) are of the form

¢(x) - exp(—xK)h for some hcP+D(T) such that Q+h ¤ <p+. All solutions of

(B) are of the form 1ß(x) ···· exp(—xK)h1 + ho for some h16P+D(T) and

h06KerA such that Q+(h1+h0)
-

<p+. All solutions of (C) are of the form '

¢(x) - exp(-xK)h1 + (1—xK)h0 for some h16P+D(T) and h06Z0(K) such that

Q+(h1+h0)
-

<p+.

From the above proposition it is clear that for each of the problems (A), (B)

and (C), injectivity of the map Q+ from P+D(T), P+D(T)$KerA and

P+D(T)$Zo(K), respectively, into Q+D(T) assures the uniqueness of solutions and

surjectivity of the respective maps assures the existence of solutions. Below we .

investigate the Krein space structure of Z0(R) with respect to the indefinite scalar

product (T·,•) and show the existence of direct sum decompositions of H (Lemma

_ 3.4) which we will use in studying the question of unique solvability.

Let us introduce the following iabbreviated notation: Z0-Z0(K), 20-Z0(I’€),
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Notethatas

in the proof of. Lemma 1.3, so the definition of Li makes sense.

Leuma 3.1. We have :(Tf,f) > 0 for
f€Mi,

f¢0, and thus M+nM_
-

0.
l

Proof. Let féäo and f-g+h with g€Z+cZ1 and h€H_. We then see that (Th,h)

- (Tf,f)+(Tg,g)-(Tf,g)-(Tg,f) - (Tf,f)+(Tg,g), because féäo is T—orthogonal to
g€Z1

(see Lemma 2.2.a). A similar estimate as in (1.3) gives -(Tg,g)>0 if g¢0 and

obviously (Th,h)>0 if h•~0. Because both h and g cannot be zero we get (Tf,f)>0

for fEM+. An analogous argument works for M_. ¤ ‘

Leuma 3.2. M+$M_ =- 20.

Proof. Let us define
V•Q+P++Q_P_

and V,-Q+P+,+Q_P_I. As in the proof

of Lemma 1.1 we get that I—V’ is a compact operator. Because V-VIPI we obtain

the compactness of P1—V. Hence V is a Fredholm operator of index zero. One

easily checks that KerV-Zo and RanV-L+I’1L__. From M+f'IM_-0 follows

RanVf12o-0. Because codimRanV - dimKerV - dimZ0 - dimio (the last equality is

from Lemma 2.2.c) we get

(L+f'IL_)$20
-

H
'

W
(3.2)

Combining the obvious equalities L++L_-H and with (5.2) gives dimMt
-

- dim(L$/L+f"IL_). We also have (L+/L+I’1L_)$(L_/L+f'1L_)a20,

rand hence dim(M+)+dim(M_)
-

This together with M+t'1M_-0 completes

the proof of the lemma. n
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From Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 follows that 20 is a Krein space with respect to

the (T·,•) indefinite scalar product (a standard reference for Krein space theory

is If M is a subspace of 20 then it is called positive or positive definite if

(Tf,f)20 or (Tf,f)>0, respectively, for 0¢f€M M is maximal positive if it is

positive but is not properly contained in another positive space. Similarly negative,

negative definite and maximal negative spaces are defined. The isotropic part of M

is defined as Mo-MO(TM)'L. Every vector in Mo is T—orthogonal to every vector

in M If we factor M by Mo we get a Krein space.

Obviously Mi are maximal positive/negative definite subspaces of 20. The

dimension of a maximal positive/negative subspace of a finite dimensional Krein space

is independent of the choice of subspace. Denote these invariants by mi-dimMt.

Lemma 3.3. There are decompositions

20 - NR+eNR_ (3.3a)
20 - NL+¤NL_ (3.3b)

such that NR+ and NL_ are subspaces of KerA with NR+ maximal positive and NL__

maximal negative in 20.

Proof. First let us show that (KerI2)0
-

Recall that Kerl?-KerA*-KerA.

Suppose f €(K€rR)0
-

(KerA)f'I(TKerA)'L. Then Tf6T(TKerA)'L - (KerA)‘L FI

RanT C RanA* and Tf -
A*g for some g, thus fékäo. Conversely, letfcThen

Tf
-

A*g for some g and (Tf,u)
-

(A*g,u)
-

(g,Au)
··

_0 for every UEKGYR.
l

Therefore (Kerl?)/(KerI2)0 is a Krein space and one can find a T-orthogonal,

linearly independent set of vectors {z1,...,z¤} such that (Tzi,zi)•~0, i-1,...,n, and

(KerI2)o Q span{z1,...,zu} - Kerl?. The same argument as in Proposition 3.3 shows
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that is a Krein space, so one can choose a T—orthogonal, linearly independent

set {y1,...,yk} which is T-orthogonal to {z1,...,zn} and such that (Kerl?) 6

span{y1,...,yu} - 20. Moreover one can assume that yi, i-1,...,n, are negative (or that

yi are positive) because if that is not the case then one can adjust the yils by the

following trick without spoiling any of the other properties. If g is a real

number and xi -¤ Ryi then

(T(Yi‘$°xi)»(Yi'S°xi)) ' (TYi»Yi)+$° 2(TXi¤xi)"S° ((Txi»Yi)*(Yi»Txi)) * i

- (Tyi.>·i) - 2 s (R<=A>',J,)

can be made negative (positive) by choosing appropriate g, because (ReAyi,yi)>0.

Without loss of generality we may assume that z1,...,zm span a negative definite space

in 20, and zm+1,...,zn span a positive (definite space. Then set NR+ -
(KerII{)o6span{zm+1,...,z¤} and NR_

-
span{y1,...,yk} 6 span{z1,...zm}. Obviously

NR;·_CKerA, NR+6NR_-io and NR+ is a positive space while NR_ is a negative

definite space.

We want to show that NR+ is maximal positive. Suppose not, so there is

x-x++x_ with (Tx,x)20, xi€NRt and x_¢0. We can modify x so that it is

T-orthogonal to NR+. Indeed, if x is neutral, i.e., (Tx,x)-0 then it is a neutral

vector in the positive space NR+6span{x} and hence it will be T—orthogonal to NR+.

On the other hand, if (Tx,x)>0, then by the same argument x will be T—orthogonal

to the isotropic part N§+. Thus, applying orthogonalization in the definite scalar

product space (NR+6span{x})/Ngd provides the desired modification.

Assuming that x is T—orthogonal to NR+, one has easily

02(Tx__,x_)-(Tx,x)-(Tx+,x+)20, and hence (Tx_,x_)=-0. But NR_ is negative
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definite, so x_-=0. This shows the maximality of NR+. The proof for NLi is

similar. I

Lemna 3.4. One has the decompositions

H - Z+$NR+6H_ (3.4a)

H - Z_6NL_oH+ (3.4b)

Proof. First note that H-Lia>Mi holds. Indeed, as in the proof of Lemma 3.2

we have Ltf1Mt-0 and also codim(Li)
-

dim(L$/L+f'1L_) - dim(Mt). Next we

have that

M+$NL_ - Z0 (3.5a)

M_$NR+ ·- Z0 (3.5b)

Indeed, M+I"1NL_•0 because M+ is positive definite and NL_ is negative, and also

the dimensions add up correctly because both are maximal. Similarly for (3.5b).

Combining these results completes the proof. I

For the boundary value problems (A-C), as in Section 1 one has to reside in

D(T) rather than in H itself. Assumption (vi) in the beginning of Section 2 implies

that Po and P1 leave D(T) invariant. Also Pi leave D(T) invariant, as was shown

in Section 1. Therefore all the above lemmas remain true if one intersects with

D(T).

Define the measure of nonexistence to be the codimension in Q+D(T) of the

space of boundary values <p+EQ+D(T) for which the problem is solvable, and the

measure of nonuniqueness to be the dimension of the solution space of the
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corresponding homogeneous problem Let R, a map from Q+D(T) into P+D(T)éNR+,_

be the inverse of Q+ restricted to P+D(T)$NR+. Its existence nfollows from the

decomposition (3.4a). Our main results are contained in the following theorems. Of

course we assume that (i—iv), (v'), and hold for the operators A and T.

Theorem 3.1. Problem (A) has at most one solution for <p+€Q+D(T). The

measure of nonexistence is given by m+. There is a solution if and only if

<p+€Q+P+D(T) and it is given by 1/2(x)
-

exp(—xT°1A)R<p+.

Proof. Because Q+ maps P+D(T)$NR+ onto
Q+D('1‘)

bijectively, we have that the
i

codimension of Q+P+D(T) in Q+D(T) is given by dim(NR+)-m+. I

Theorem 3.2. Problem (B) has at least one solution for every <p+€Q+D(T). A

particular solution is given by 1/1p(x)
- exp(—xT-1A)P1Rgo++PoR<p+. The

solutions of the homogeneous problem are given by •l:0(x) - exp(-xT_1A)h1+h0

where h1€P+D(T), h0EKerA and h1+ho€RanQ_. The measure of nonuniqueness

is dim(KerA)—m+.

Proof. From Proposition 3.1 and the definition of R it is immediate that 1/zp given

above is a particular solution of the boundary value problem From the same

proposition it is also clear that the solutions of the homogeneous problem must have

the form ißh with Q+(h1+ho)-0. Finally from (3.6.a) and dim(NR+)-m+ we obtain

dim((P+D(T)$KerA)¤RanQ_)
- dim(KerA)-m+. I

Corollary 3.1. If all Jordan chains in Z¤(K) have length precisely two, i.e.,

KerA-KZo(K), then problem (B) is uniquely solvable.
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Proof. From the proof of I„emma 3.3 it is clear we will have that KZ0(K) is a

maximal positive (also a maximal negative) space, so the measure of nonuniqueness is

zero.

IIn many physical applications there is a symmetry with respect to reflections

x—>—x. Under such reflections the scattering remains unaltered but the velocities

reverse direction. We may express this by saying that there is an unitary involution

J, i.e., J-J*-J-1, such that JT--TJ and JA-AJ. It is straightforward to check

that if the equation possesses such an inversion symmetry then m+=m_(seeIn

this case we get a necessary and sufficient condition for solvability. °

Corollary 3.2. If T and A are inversion symmetric then problem (B) is uniquely

solvable if and only if all Jordan chains in Z0(K) have length precisely two.

Theorem 3.3. Problem (C) has at most one solution for every <p+€Q+D(T). A

particular solution is given by 1ßp(x)
-

exp(-xT_1A)P1Rgo++

P0R<p+—xT_1AP0R<p+. The solutions of the homogeneous problem have the form

1/:0(x)
- exp(—xT_1A)h1+h0—xT-1Aho where h1€P+D(T), ho€Z0(K) and

h1+h0ERanQ_. The measure of nonuniqueness is given by dim(Z0(K))—m+.

The proof of this last theorem is analogous to the proof of Theorem 3.2, in

this case, however, noting that dim((P+D(T)$Z0(K))I"IRanQ_)•dim(Z0(K))—m+.

We can also consider the differential equation with the derivative and the

operator T interchanged, as in the remark at the end of Section 1. Then all the

above theorems hold for initial data from Q+H instead of Q+D(T) and a solution is

a strongly differentiable fxmction from the half line to all of H.
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4. Transfer of Polarized Light

Consider the equation of transfer of polarized light in a plane parallel

atmosphere,

ug-;«ß(x„¤,s¤) - —~/>(x„¤„¢) + gf lduj-0 d¢Z(¤„¤„s¤-<p)~/¤(x„¤,<p)„ (4-1)

for 0<x<¤o, where ¢•(x,u,go) is a four vector depending on the optical depth x,

direction cosine of propagation u and azimuthal angle <p, and 0SaS1 is the albedo

of single scattering (see The phase matrix Z can be represented as a product

Z(u1,u2,<p-{Ö)
- L(1r—62) F(0) L(-01) of two rotation matrices

1 0 0 0 ’
L(a)

-
0 cos2a sin2oz 0
0 —sin2a cos2a 0
0 0 0 1 ·

and the scattering matrix

a. 1 ( 0 ) b 1 ( 0 ) 0 0
F(0)- b1(0) a2(0) 0 0 ,

0 0 a 3 ( 0 ) b 2 ( 0 )
0 0 -b2 ( 0 ) a 4 ( 0 )

q where

cos0
-

u1u2coscrl- (ul-u2cos0)/sin0 (1-uä)%

cos02 - (u2-u1cos0)/sin0 (1-uä)%
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and sinal, sino2 have the same sign as sin(¢-<p). The function a1(6) is

nonnegative and satisfies the normalization condition ‘[£1a1(0)dcos0-2, and the

matrix F(0) leaves invariant the, set of vectors gb-=(I,Q,U,V) for which

I2(Q2+U2+V2)%.

Let H be the Hilbert space of square integrable functions of u and <p, and

T the operator of multiplication by u, and let —A be the operator defined by the

right hand side of (4.1). It is not hard to see that 1-A is compact, ReA20, and

that (I-A) satisfies the Hölder condition if I}1a1(0)rdcos0<¤¤ for some

r>1Aneasy calculation gives KerA ¤· Ker ReA =· span{(1,0,0,0)} if a1(0) at a4(0).

For a1(0)Ea4(0) we have KerA
-

Ker ReA
-

spa¤{(1,o,0,0), (0,0,0,1)}. Moreover

KerA
··

KZ0(K). Thus the boundary value problem (B) for the equation of transfer

of polarized light has a unique solution.

5. Multigroup Neutron Transport

Consider the nonsymmetric isotropic multigroup neutron transport equation

*1 2: 1 1 0 ·d ·1
~ß(><„u) :1 #29. u€[—1„1]„ (5-1)

where 1/:(x,p) is an n—component vector, the i—th component ¢i(x,p) describing

the density of the i-th velocity group, E is diagonal with entries 6i>0, C has

non—negative entries and in general is not symmetric. We · view ¢i(x,p) as

u n n•/2i(x,.)€L2(—1,1) and 1/¤(x,.)€ 6 L2(—1,1)-V ®L2(—1,1), where V is an
i-1

¤—dimensioual vector space. Using the notation e for the constant function 2-% in
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L2(-1,1) and T1 for the operator of multiplication by the argument ;4 in L2(-1,1),

equation (5.1) can be rewritten as

·aé;T1¢•(x) - -(2-Ce(.,e))1/:(x),

where Ce(.,e) should be understood as the tensor product of C acting in Vu and the

rank—1 operator e(.,e) acting in L2(-1,1), and T1 and 2 should be understood as

1V®T1 and 2®1L , respectively. Obviously T1 and e(.,e) commute with 2 and C.
2 · '

To put the above equation in the form of the abstract kinetic equation we multiply

both sides by 2-1 and get

d

_
'Al/Ö

HY

where T-2-1Tl and A-1-2—1Ce(.,e). Now we translate the assumptions on T

and A into conditions on C and 2. Obviously the Hölder condition is satisfied. A

being injective is equivalent to (2-C) being invertible and the inverse of A is given

bv

A_1

- 1+(2-C)-1Ce(.,e).

It is also easy to verify that ReA20 is equivalent to 2-0520, where

the symmetric part of C. Finally we want to see when

W()„)=-(T-}„)_1(T-XA), the transfer function, has a bounded inverse for all

Re).-0. Writing
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the invertibility of W is equivalent to

det(1+E°1(E-C')°1C((T->„)-1T1e,e)) .-6 o. (6.2)

Note that ((T—).)-1T1e,e) is a diagonal nxn matrix with i—th diagonal entry

((T —Ä)_1T )
-

1 ct L-
- 1

ici
10i 18,8 — 0'i§31° ggg], — ,

for ).•ig and
g€R,

where wi(g) is defined by the last equality. Let w(g)

be the diagonal nxn matrix with entries wi(g). After factoring irrelevant factors,

(5.2) becomes

det (w(g)-C) an 0, Vg€R. (5.3)

Note that wi:R—•{0i,¤¤). Let a¤min{0i:i-1,. . .n}. Then (5.3) will hold if

IICII<0. Indeed, suppose that for some go we have det(w(g0)-C)-0. Then

there will be a vector v€Vu such that Cv=¤w(g0)v. Since wi(gi)20Vi, we get

IICvII-IIw(g)vII2aIIvII which contradicts IIC6.

Proposition 5.1. If E—CS20 and IICII<cr then the half—space multigroup neutron

transport problem has a unique solution.

If we assume KerA-Ker(ReA)-0, the norm condition on C can be dropped.

Proposition 5.2. If E-CSZO and det(E—C)••0, det (E-Cs)¢0 then the half—space

multigroup neutron transport problem has a unique solution.



IV. WEAK SOLUTIONS FOR UNBOUNDED

OOLLISION OPERATORS

In this chapter we consider weak solutions of the boundary value problem in

a bigger space HT, which has a natural Krein space structure. The use of the Krein

space geometry makes the analysis of unique solvability simpler and more

transparent. We may treat unbounded collision operators of the form

"Sturm-Liouville plus a compact operator”. An example of such boundary value

problems is the model of Ligou [PL],[CL],1.

Krein Spaces and Positive Operators

Let HT be a Krein space with indefinite scalar product (·,·)T,

fundamental projectors Qi, and fundamental decomposition HT-Q+HT$Q_HT. This

means that (·,·)T is a nondegenerate sesquilinear form on HT, Q+HT is a Hilbert

space with scalar product (-,-).1., Q_HT is a Hilbert space with scalar product

—(·,·)T. The operator Q-Q+—Q_ is an involution, i.e., Q2-I, called a

fundamental symmetry. The topology on HT is defined by the norm induced from

the positive definite scalar product (Q•,·)T. With respect to this scalar product Q

is unitary. If K is an operator on HT, its adjoint with respect to (·,·)T, for

short, called the HT-adjoint, will be denoted K#.
If K* is the adjoint with respect

to (Q•,•)T, then K#-QK*Q. A vector f in HT is called positive, negative or

neutral if (f,f)T>0, <0 or -0, respectively. A subspace M in HT is called positive

if it does not contain negative vectors, M is called positive definite if it contains

only positive vectors and M is maximal positive if it is positive and is not the

58
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proper subspace of a positive subspace. One has the obvious definitions for negative,

negative definite and maximal negative subspaces. The orthogonal companion of M is '

ML- {f6HT : (f,g)T-0 for all g6M}. The isotropic part of a subspace M is
A

M°-MnM’—. ir M-M1oM2 then M°-MQoMg. ir M is e positive space tiieo M°
consists precisely of the neutral vectors in M A decomposition HT-M+$M_ with

Mi closed positive/negative definite subspaces is a fundamental decomposition. The

corresponding projectors Pt are called fundamental projectors.

The following simple geometric fact about Krein spaces will be crucial in the

analysis of the unique solvability in the next sections.

Proposition 1.1. (see [B], Theorem 4.1) A positive subspace M+ of HT is maximal

positive if and only if Q+M+-Q+HT.

In Section 5 we will need the following.

Proposition 1.2. Suppose Mt are closed positive/negative subspaces of HT,

M+$M_-HT and M_ is negative definite. Then M+ is a maximal positive subspace.

Proof. Suppose not, then there is a vector f-f++f_ with ft6Mi, (f,f)20 and

f_¢0. One can modify f so that it is orthogonal to M+ with respect the

indefinite scalar product. Indeed if f is neutral, i.e., (f,f)T-0, then it is a neutral

vector in the positive space M+$span{f}, so it will be (•,·)T-orthogonal to M+.

Therefore assume (f,f)T>0. If Mg is the isotropic·part of M+, i.e., the intersection

of M+ with its ( · , · )T—orthogonal companion, then M2 will be
I

(·,·)T-orthogonal to f. Thus applying orthogonalization in the Hilbert space

(M+ospan {f})/M2 provides the desired modification. So assume f is
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(·,·)T—orthogonal to M+. Then one has 02(m_,m_)T-(f,f)T+(f+,f+)T20 hence

(m_,m_)T-0. But by assumption m__¢0 and M_ is negative definite, which is a

contradiction. Therefore M+ is maximal positive. n

Next we will state the spectral theorem for positive operators in a Krein

space (see [L] and A HT-self adjoint operator K is called positive if its

resolvent set is nonempty and (Kf,f)T20 for all f€D(K). Let 12 be the semiring

which consists of all bounded intervals and their complements in R with endpoints

different from zero. _

Spectral Theorem (see [L], Theorem 3.1). If K is a HT—positive operator, then there

exists a map F from R into the set of bounded, HT—self adjoint operators in HT

such that (E,li\I€R): F(EuE)-F(E)+F(E) for disjoint E and F in

R; is a positive/negative subspace if is in the double commutant

of the resolvent of K; if E is a bounded interval, then F(E)HTcD(K) and

is a bounded operator; a(KrF(E)HTCF).

A point t is a critical point for the operator K if is an indefinite

subspace for every EER with t€E. The only possible critical points for a positive

operator K are zero and infinity. If K has a bounded inverse it may have a critical

point only at infinity. If the limits lim F((to,t)) as t-•¤¤ and 1imF ((t,t0)) as t—>-ee

exist then we say that infinity is a regular critical pointjwlnr this case F((0,¤¤))HT

and F((—¤¤,0))HT are maximal positive/negative definite subspaces giving a

fundamental decomposition of the Krein space.
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2. Extensions and Decompositions

Let H be a I·Iilbert space and assume that T is a bounded, self adjoint and

injective operator on H, hence
T_1

is densely defined with domain TH. Let Qt be

the maximal positive/negative spectral projectors for T, i.e., Qi-Qi, TQt=·QiT

'and a(TQi)C{>.6RI:;).20}. Set Q-Q+-Q__, obviously a unitary involution, i.e.

Q*-Q-Q-1. By definition the absolute value of T is ITI -TQ, a positive

operator. If is the scalar product in H and k>0, let the Hilbe1·t space Hk

be the space ITIk/2H with the scalar product (·,~)k-(|T|°k·,·). For

—k>0 let •,•
·

ITIk
·,·' and denote by H the completion of H with—k —k

respect to the norm II • II_k. In particular we have the chain of I·Iilbert spaces

H_2 L H_1 L H L H1 L H2 (2.1)

where the arrows represent the unitary isomorphisms given by ITI%. Because

II · Ilk majorizes ll · Ilh if kzh, we also have the chain of continuous imbeddings

H22 L H_1 L H L H1 L H2. (2.2)

By construction and the injectivity of T the imbeddings are dense. We remark that

·
H2 is the domain of T°1 in H and H_1 is denoted in other places ([B1], by

HT.

Let K, K be operators in H. Assume that

T D(K) C D(K) C H2 C H1 (2.3)
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and

TKf
-

KTf, for every f6D(K). · (2.4)

Assmne that K is a closed operator in H. Then K is a closed operator in H1.

Indeed, 1% fu6D(K), llfn-!°ll1—>0, and IIKfu—gII1—>0 for some g6H1. Because

II- II1 majorizes II- II we have the same convergences in H. But we know that K

is closed in H, hence f6D(K) and Kf-g, hence K is closed in H1. Define an

extension in H_1 of the operator K in H by

1**1 6 R 6 1* (2.6)

where K is viewed as an operator in H1 and T and T-1 are viewed as isometries a
between H1 and H_1. Denoting this extension again by K will cause no confusion.

Thus K in H_1 is a closed operator. We also assume that KerK¤T(KerK). Then

we will have that the kernel of K in H and H_1 will be the same. The zero root

manifold Z0(K), which is the union of the kernels of Kn, n-1,2,... will be the same

in H and H_1 too. If K is densely defined in H, then its extension is densely

defined in H_1. Indeed if M is a set in H and clos_kM is the closure in H_k, we

have MCclos0MC clos_1M Taking clos_1 once more we get clos_1M ¤¤ clos_1

closoM, so if clos0M-H we get also clos_1M -
H_1.

I

If K and K are bounded operators on H and TK-KT then K extends to a

bounded operator on H_1. Indeed, it is immediate that K has a bounded extension 4

in H_2. Interpolating between H_2 and H we get that K is bounded in H_1.

Now consider an operator A in H which is Fredholm, accretive (i.e.,

2ReA-A+A*20) and satisfies KerA-Ker(ReA). As in the previous chapter we have
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the following.

Lennna 2.1.

(a) f6H and (Af,f) - 0 imply f6KerA

(b) KuA - KerA*, RanA - RanA*
(c) H ·• KerA 9 RanA.

Set K-T°1A and K-AT_1 (note the difference in notation from the

previous chapter).

Lamm 2.2. The operators K and K are densely defined and closed in H.

Proof. We will only show that K is closed. The density of D(K) was proved in

the previous chapter, while the rest is obvious.

Let fn6D(AT°1)-T(D(A)), so fu-Thu for some hu6D(A). Assume that

fu—»f and Kfn-Ahn-•f/. Because RanA is closed we can write f/-Ah, for some

h6D(A). Thus A(hu—h)—»0. By the Fredholmness of A (more precisely by Lemma

1.c) one can view A as an operator from RanA onto RanA with a bounded inverse.

Whence hu-•h. But T is bounded, so Thu—•Th. Therefore f-Th6D(K) and

rr-Ah-RTR-Kr. ¤

Lamm 2.8. The only possible eigenvalues of T_1A on the imaginary axis can be at

the origin.

Lauma 2.4. The Jordan chains of T-IA, T_1A*, AT°1 and A*T°1 at X-0 have

length at most two.
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Lemma 2.5.
_1

*
_1

*(a) KZo(K)
-

(T A ) Z0(T A )

(b) dim Z0(K) - dim Z0(T—1A*)

Using the remarks in the beginning of this section we extend the operator

K-T-IA to H_1. So we may consider K as a closed, densely defined operator in

H_1. Its zero root manifold Z0(K) will be identified with the one in H.

The space H_1 becomes a Krein space, denoted HT if we introduce the

indefinite scalar product (·,•)T-(Q•,·)_1-(T•,•). Let K# be the HT—adjoint of K.

The operator K# is an extension of T_1A* and Let Z1(K) be

the HT-orthogonal companion of Z0(K#), i.e., Z1(K)-(Z0(K#))L. It is immediate

that Z1(K) is K invariant.

Lemm 2.8. Z0(K)¤Z1(K)
·

0

Proof. Let McHcI-IT be a subspace then TM"cM". Suppose

h6(Z0(K#))"'C(KerA*)‘• (KerA)L. Then The(KerA)‘L-RanA*. Hence h-K#g

for some g. Because both Z0(K) and Z1(K) are K invariant and KZ0(K) C KerA ·•

KerA*, we need only show KerA*f1Z1(K)-0. So assume also h6Ker(A*)CZ0(K#).

This implies that g6Zo(K#). Thus we have 0-(Th,g)-(A#g,g). By Lemma 2.1 this

implies A#g-0, so h-K#g-0. I

Theorem 2.7. There is a K invariant decomposition of HT: HT - Z0(K) 6 Z1(K).

Proof. Using codim M‘SdimM we get codimZ1(K)SdimZo(K#)-dimZ0(K), the equality
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coming from Lemma But above we obtained Z0(K)f'lZ1(K)=0, hence the

decomposition holds. I

_
W

3. Strictly Positive Collision Operator

In thisisection we assume A positive, Fredholm and KerA-0. Even though A

will be in general unbounded the assumptions we made force A-! to be a bounded

operator in H. By the considerations of the previous section A—1T has a bounded

extension to HT and K-T_1A has a closed, densely defined extension to HT and a

bounded inverse in HT. The operator A-1T is HT-self adjoint, HT—positive.

Indeed (A°1Tf,f)T
- (A°1(Tf),(Tf))20 by the assumption that A is positive in H.

Therefore we may view K as HT-self adjoint, HT-positive operator with a

HT-bounded inverse. Thus K can have at most one critical point, namely a critical

point at infinity. Since T in most physical models has both positive and negative

spectrum around zero we must treat the case that infinity is a critical point of K.

In order to proceed further and use the functional calculus for definitizable

operators in a Krein space we have to assume that infinity is a regular critical point

of K. The regularity of the critical point infinity for a positive, boundedly

invertible operator in a Krein space has been investigated in detail in In

particular, infinity is a regular critical point _for the operator K if and only if the

norms II•IIT and II•IIS are equivalent (see [B1],[B2],[C], or For

example when T is multiplication by a function and A is a Sturm—Liouville operator

it is shown in [B2] that the two norms are eouivalent and thus infinity is a regular

critical point. Also when A is a bounded operator the two norms are equivalent
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Assuming K has no singular critical points the spectral theorem for

definitizable operators [L] provides us with separating projectors P1, i.e.,

PtD(K)cD(K), PiKh-KP:h for h 6D(K), P++P_-I and

From the) functional calculus we obtain exponentially

decaying holomorphic semigroups exp(-xK)Pi, :x20. Moreover P-P+-P_ is a

fundamental symmetry of the Krein space HT and PiHT are maximal

positive]negative definite subspaces

ofNowconsider the boundary value problem

H‘%T¢•(x) ·-
I-

A¢(x), 0<x<¤¤ (3.1a)

Q+¢(0) · ¢+ (3-lb)

II¢(x)II_1—>0, x—•¤¤, (3.1c)

where <p+eQ+HT is the given incoming flux. All solutions of the boundary value

problem (3.1) are in the form

¢•(x)
- exp(—xK)h (3.2)

for some h6P+HT such that Q+h-<p
+ (see Thus the unique

solvability is reduced to the question whether Q+ maps P+HT bijectively onto

Q+HT. As noted, P+HT is a maximal positive subspace in HT, so the bijectivity of

Q+ as a map from P+HT onto Q+HT follows from Proposition 1.1.

4. Invertible, Accretive Collision Operator

For the collision operator A assume that it can be written as a difference

A-A1-A2 and that
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(i) A1 is a positive operator in H with a bounded inverse,

(ii) the extension K1 of the operator
T_lA1

to the Krein space HT has a

regular critical point at infinity,

A is an accretive operator in H, i.e. 2ReA-A+A*20,

(iv) KerA - Ker(ReA)
-

0,

(v) AIIA2 is a trace class operator in H_1.

Following the discussion of the previous section we obtain that K1 is similar

to a self-adjoint operator. Let P11 be the separating projectors for K1 in HT ,i.e.,

maximal positive/negative spectral projectors for K1. We also have exponentially

decaying holomorphic semigroups exp(—x,K1)P1i, :e;x20. Let K be the extension of
T_lA

to We want to define maximal positive/negative spectral projectors Pi

for K in HT and exponentially decaying semigroups exp(-xK)Pi. To accomplish

this one uses the theorem for perturbation of bisemigroups. Write

T_1A-T_1A1(I—A1—1A2). Condition (iv) assures that
T_1A

has no eigenvalues on
i

the imaginary axis. This with assumption (v) gives us that K is generator of an

exponentially decaying holomorphic bisemigroup if K1 is.

Consider again the boundary value problem (3.1). Once more all solutions will

be in the form 1ß•(x)-exp(—xK)h for some h6P+HT such that Q+h-<p+. So the

question of unique solvability is equivalent to the bijectivity of Q+ as a map from

P+HT onto Q+HT. To answer this question in the affirmative using Proposition 1.1,

we need to show that P+HT is a maximal positive subspace. Here is where the

accretivity assumption becomes crucial.

Proposition 4.1. The subspaces PIHT are positive/negative definite.
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Proof. By virtue of assumptions and (iv), we have that A-1 is a bounded

operator on H. By the same reasoning as before we get that K+K# is a strictly

HT-positive operator. Now take any g6P+HT and set f(x)=exp(-XK)S» x>0.

Because KP+ generates a holomorphic semigroup we have that f(x)€D(K) for x>0.

So we have V

0 # d> — ((K+K )f(x),f(x))T - a-;(f(x),f(x))T, x>0.

Integrating both sides we obtain

0 > - lim _[6((K+K#)f(x)»f(X))T · 1i¤>(f(#')„f(¤'))T — (s,s)T - -(s„s)·1»
T-•oo 1'—>o¤

Thus (g,g)T>0 and P+HT is positive definite. I

From the fact that P++P_-I, P+HT is a positive subspace, P_HT is a negative

definite subspace and Proposition 1.2, we conclude that P+HT is a maximal positive

subspace. So applying once more Proposition 1.1, we obtain unique solvability.

5. Accretive Collision Operator with a Nontrivhl Kernel

For the operator A assume that (i-iii) and (v) hold and change (iv) to read:

(iv) KerA
-

Ker(ReA).

In Section 2 we obtained the decomposition HT-Z0(K)oZ1(K). Let P1 be
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the projection of onto Z1(K) along Z0(K) and let P0=I-P1
'be

the ‘

complementary projection. We proceed along the lines of the previous chapter,

section 2, to define spectral projectors Pi for the restriction of K to Z1(K) and to

obtain the corresponding semigroups. Let us write

Al-TP0+AP1-A+(T—A)P0•·A1+(A2+(T-A)P0). Here, Po and P1 are the
restrictions of the corresponding projectors to H. Note that KV • Po + KP1.

Obviously we have

K'P0 - POKF - Po

K/P1
-

P1K/ • PIK - KP1 _
_

Under the assumptions on A and T we observe that A' has a .bounded inverse, KV

has no eigenvalues on· the imaginary axis, and since A;-=A2+(T-A)P0 is a finite

rank perturbation of A2, the trace class condition (v) will be satisfied. By the same

arguments as in section 4 we conclude that KF is a generator of an exponentially

decaying holomorphic bisemigroup with separating projectors Pl. Now we get that

the operators Pi-PLPI are projectors, commuting with K and such that

and are exponentially

decaying holomorphic semigroups on P1HT.

Consider the boundary value problem

E-(5iTe/2(x) • -A1/:(x), 0<x<e¤ (5.1)

Q.,,¢(0) · <P+ (5-2)

where <p+6Q+HT is the given incoming flux. Because the Jordan chains in Z0(K)
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have length at most two, we have three possibilities at infinity, namely

lim|I¢(x)||
-

0, x—»¤, (6.:;:..)

II¢(x)II
-

0(1), x—•¤¤, (5.3b)

II¢(x)II
-

O(x), x-•¤¤. (5.3c)

Proposition 5.1. All solutions of the boundary value problem (5.1-3.a) are of the

° form 1/;(x)-exp(—xK)h for some h6P+HT such that Q+h•<p+. All solutions of

(5.1-3.b) are of the form ¢•(x)-exp(—xK)h1+ho for some h16P+HT and h06KerA

such that Q+(h1+h0)-<p+. All solutions of (5.1-3.c) are 'of the form

1l:(x)-exp(-xK)h1+(I—xK)h0 for some h16P+HT and h06Z0(K) such that

Q+(h1+h0)-<p+.

From this proposition it is clear that for each of the boundary value

problems (5.1-3.a), (5.1-3.b) and (5.1-3.c), injectivity of the map Q+ from P+HT,

P+HT Q KerA and P_*_HT Q Zo(K), respectively, into Q+HT assures the uniqueness

of solutions, and surjectivity _of the respective maps assures the existence of

solutions.

We want to use Proposition 1.1 once more. To this end we need to obtain a

maximal positive subspace containing P+HT and an appropriate piece of Z0(K). A

similar argument to that in Proposition 4.1 gives that PtHT are positive/negative

definite subspaces. ‘

Proposition 5.2. One has the decomposition HT - Z0(K#) Q Z1(K).

Proof. Using the fact that PiHT are definite subspaces, for the isotropic part of
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Z1(K) we obtain On the other
hand, from the definitions of isotropic part and of Z1(K) we have

0-(Z1(K))o-Z1(K)f'1(Z1(K))L-Z1(K)0Zo(K#). Hence codim Z1(K)-codim S

dim Z0(K#), which completes the proof. I

Because of the HT-orthogonality of Zo(K#) and Z1(K), if we decompose

Z0(K#)-M+$M_ into a positive and a negative subspace we obtain that

HT-(M+$P+HT)$(M_$P_HT) is a decomposition of HT into a positive and a

negative subspace.

Proposition 5.3. There exists a decomposition Z0(K#)~M+$M__ with M+ a positive

subspace contained in KerA and M_ a negative definite subspace.

Proof. First we show (KerA)o-K#Z0(K#). Suppose f 6(KerA)0-(KerA)I'1(KerA)‘.

Then f6T(KerA)LC(KerA)‘L-RanA*, so f-K#g for some g, and hence

f 6K#Z0(K#). Conversely, let f 6K#Z0(K#). Then Tf-A*g for some g, and

(f,u)T-(Tf,u)¤(A*g,u)-(g,Au)··0 for every u6KerA.

Because (KerA)/(KerA)0 is a Krein space, we can choose an HT-orthogonal,

linearly independent set of nonneutral vectors {z1,...,zu}CKerA such that

(KerA)0o{z1,...,111}-KerA. The same argument as that in Proposition 5.2 shows that

Z0(K#) is a Krein space, so we can choose an HT—orthogonal, linearly independent

set of nonneutral vectors {y1,...,yk}CZ0(K#) which is HT-orthogonal to {z1,...,zn} and

such that KerA$span{y1,...,yk}-Z0(K#). One may assume that all the
yi’s

are

negative (or positive), because if they are not, one can adjust them to be negative

(positive) without spoiling any of the other properties by the followingtrickIf

g is a real number and xi-K#yi, then
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2((y—s¤<)„(>·-s‘x)T -
(v„y)T+s (>¤„¤<)T—s((x,y)T-(y„x)T) - (m)T—2s((R¤A)m') V

can be made negative (positive) by choosing an appropriate g, since (ReAy,y)>0.

Without loss of generality we may assume that z1,...,zm span a negative

definite subspace and zm+1,...,zu span a positive definite subspace. Note that m is

the dimension of any maximal negative subspace in the Krein space (KerA)/(KerA)O,

and thus is independent of the particular choice of the
zi’s.

Finally, let us set

M+•(KerA)0$span{zm+1,...,zn} and M__¤¤span{y1,...,yx}$span{z1,...,zm}. Then, by

construction, M
+

is a positive subspace contained in KerA, M_ is negative definite,

and Z0(K#)-M+oM_. I

Note that the subspace M+ is a maximal positive subspace in both Z0(K#)

and KerA. Thus its dimension is independent of the choice of the space M+. Denote

this invariant by m+. Using Proposition 1.1, we conclude that M+$P+HT is a

maximal positive subspace, so from Proposition 1.2 we obtain that Q+ maps

M+$P_,_HT bijectively onto Q+HT.

Define the measure of nonexistence 6 to be the codimension in Q+HT of the

space of boundary values <p+ for which the boundary value problem is solvable, and

the measure of nonuniqueness 7 to be the dimension of the solution space of the

corresponding homogeneous boundary value problem. From the above considerations,

we obtain the main theorem of this section.

Theorem 5.1. For the boundary value problem (5;1-3.a), we have 6-m+
and

7-0. For the bounary value problem (5.1-3.b), we have 6-0 and

7-dim(KerA)-m+. For the bounary value problem (5.1-3.c), we have 6-0 and

7 -dim(Z0(K))—m+.
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